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The countdown is on to the eagerly-anticipated AJ Bell 2022 World 
Triathlon Championship Series Leeds – and there’s still time to join 
the world’s best to swim, bike and run across the weekend around 
Roundhay Park. 

Leeds will play host to a two-day triathlon festival on 11-12 June for a sixth 
year, as thousands race along a route lined with spectators to uniquely reach 
the same finish line as the very best in the business.

Roundhay Park is the ideal backdrop for the elite showpiece and will host 
the individual elite event on the Saturday, before the inaugural mixed relay 
takes place 24 hours later. 

All entries close across all distances on 22nd May, with the GO TRI 
(beginner), sprint and standard events providing the perfect platform for 
participation across all levels.

Lindsay Impett, Event Director, said: “It’s just a fantastic weekend out.
“There are so many different ways to get involved that if you’re nervous 

about doing a standard triathlon, come and join the sprint, or if you’re 

nervous about joining the sprint, come and join as a relay and split the swim, 
bike and run with your friends. 

“It’s a great opportunity to come along with two of your friends - maybe 
somebody is a great runner, somebody is a great cyclist, and somebody is a 
great swimmer, and you can enter as a team.

“It’s a beautiful park - large enough to contain both the swimming and 
running elements, and then we’re just onto the roads for the cycling. 

“It’s got a really nice amphitheatre to it, which I suppose makes some 
challenges for the athletes when they’re going up and down the hills.

“But it is a really fantastic location for people to see such a large part of the 
racing from all different parts of the park. 

“What makes this such a unique event is anyone can take part.  You can 
build up from GO TRI to do a sprint triathlon, which sounds like it would 
be a really fast triathlon but it’s actually a shorter version than the standard 
distance. 

“We also have a children and family swim/run activity, so there really are a 

wide variety of opportunities for people to take part, to get a love of triathlon 
and keep that healthy lifestyle going.

“We want as many people as possible to have the opportunity to enter, 
because these participants not only get to experience triathlon but also get to 
cheer on our elite athletes as well.” 

In what promises to be a golden summer of sport in Britain, the likes of 
Jonny Brownlee, Georgia Taylor-Brown and Alex Yee will be focusing 
on this leg of the World Triathlon Championship Series ahead of the 
Commonwealth Games in Birmingham in July.

Yee is the holder of the men’s event, having won in 2021, before going 
on to claim an individual silver and mixed relay gold medal with Brownlee, 
Taylor-Brown and Jess Learmonth at the Olympic Games in Tokyo.

Lindsay believes those athletes, as well as Brownlee’s older brother 
Alistair, have created a legacy and inspired many other people to give swim, 
bike, run a go. 

She added: “The legacy of the Brownlee brothers cannot be underestimated; 
they have been the role models that other people have aspired to be. 

“Now we have seen Alex Yee, Georgia Taylor-Brown and many other high 
profile British triathletes come through in the last five or six years, following 
in the footsteps of the Brownlee brothers. 

“I think, not only will they be proud of their achievements, but they will 
also be proud of the legacy that they’ve given triathlon.” 

Adding to Lindsay’s comments about the event, Councillor James Lewis, 
Leader of Leeds City Council, said:

“The AJ Bell 2022 World Triathlon Championship Series Leeds is just 
around the corner. As a city, we’re gearing up for the incredible atmosphere 
the weekend will bring and preparing to showcase our stunning Roundhay 
Park to the world.

“Leeds has become the home of triathlon in the UK and it’s fantastic to 
see so many people sharing our excitement and getting ready to take part or 
spectate. I’m positive it will be another truly memorable event that the city 
can be proud of.”

AJ Bell 2022 World Triathlon Championship Series Leeds takes place 
in Roundhay Park on 11-12 June. The event provides the opportunity for 
recreational triathletes and those wanting to have a go at combining swim, 
bike, run the chance to compete at the same venue as the best in the world, 
whilst then being able to stay and watch the elite racing having given it a go 
themselves. 

For more information about participating, spectating and volunteering at 
the event, visit the website https://leeds.triathlon.org

Still Time To Enter AJ Bell 2022 Still Time To Enter AJ Bell 2022 
World Triathlon Championship World Triathlon Championship 
Series LeedsSeries Leeds

FITTED WARDROBES* IN JUST 4 WEEKS

FOR A FREE HOME VISIT CALL 07415 615 93 44
T: 0113 2632 119

E: info@applefitted.co.uk

W: www.applefitted.co.uk

A:12 Armley Link Trading Estate, Armley Road LS12 2QN

3 DOUBLE FITTED WARDROBES FROM £24953 DOUBLE FITTED WARDROBES FROM £2495

*Subject to survey, T&C’s apply.  
Price relates to our slab range only.
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Avant Homes Aquires Land Avant Homes Aquires Land 
For £44m Development For £44m Development 
In Carlton, Rothwell And In Carlton, Rothwell And 
Pledges £1.9m To Benefit Pledges £1.9m To Benefit 
Local AreaLocal Area

Yorkshire housebuilder Avant Homes has acquired a 14.7-acre site 
in the village of Carlton near Rothwell where it will deliver a £44m 
development of 129 new homes.

Located on Main Street close to Swithens Farm and Oulton Hall, the new 
development received planning approval from Leeds City Council in March 
this year.

In addition to providing high-quality homes in Carlton, Avant Homes 
is also planning to contribute £1.9m towards local public transport, 
highways provision, an open green space, and a residential travel plan fund. 
Approximately 15 per cent of the homes proposed will be dedicated to 
affordable housing.

Work is estimated to start on the site in Carlton this summer with the 
development set to include a mixture of one, three, four and five-bedroom 
homes across 14 house designs.

Homes are expected to go on sale in in August with the showhome to 
follow in early 2023. The first homes are estimated to be ready for occupation 
in spring next year with the approximate build length of the development to 
take around three and a half years.

Based in Wakefield, Avant Homes Yorkshire is part of the Avant Homes 
group, one of the leading private developers of residential property in the 
UK. The group currently has 57 developments across its five operating 
regions.

Avant Homes Yorkshire currently has 10 developments under construction 
stretching from Glasshoughton in West Yorkshire to Waverley in the south 
of the region.

To find out more information about Avant Homes Yorkshire, visit  
www.avanthomes.co.uk.

'Family' Of Four Firefighters To Say Goodbye 'Family' Of Four Firefighters To Say Goodbye 
To Castleford StationTo Castleford Station

Four firefighters from Castleford fire station are retiring this year, 
leaving behind a total of 98 years’ combined service.

All four of the West Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Service Castleford White 
Watch team say they will miss the comradery of their firefighting ‘family.’

After working at Royal Mail, Gavin Hampson moved to Leeds from 
Norwich to join West Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Service in 2000. He retired 
in March after 22 years. Gavin, 55, said “When you’re together on station for 
96 hours in a shift, you really do become a family and form a strong bond, 
which lends strength in a professional sense when you are called out to an 
incident. We have developed close relationships and I will miss that. I would 
highly recommend firefighting as a career to anyone who is interested in a 
rewarding job which offers challenges but an incredible sense of fulfilment 
and a diverse range of experiences.”

Stuart Minnikin, the longest serving of the four, joined West Yorkshire 
Fire and Rescue at Keighley Fire Station in April 1994 and then Castleford, 
following a career in civil engineering. He will retire in July after 28 years. 
Stuart, also 55, from Barnoldswick near Skipton said “It’s an exciting job 
with no two days the same. I’m looking forward to traveling, fishing and 
walking in the Lake District but will really miss my firefighting comrades. 
It’s a job in which you can really give something back to society, helping to 
keep people and communities safe.”

Neil Barlow from Otley has served at West Yorkshire Fire and Rescue for 
26 years after working in the military. He joined Castleford White Watch 
after more than two decades with Leeds Red Watch and will retire in 
October. He said “The job is exciting and different every day. I have loved 
my time with the service and plan to just enjoy my retirement but will miss 
the people I work with.”

Andy Hepworth, from Castleford, will leave after 21 years of service. After 
starting work as a gamekeeper, Andy moved into working with solid fuel 

boilers before beginning a career with the fire service. The majority of his 
career has been spent at Hunslet White Watch before moving to Castleford 
for his final few years. “Working locally and knowing and supporting my 
area has been very rewarding and I have loved the variety of my job,” he 
said.

Lee Miller, Wakefield District Commander at West Yorkshire Fire and 
Rescue Service said “I would really like to pass on my congratulations and 
appreciation for the dedicated service shown by the four firefighters – Gavin, 
Stuart, Neil and Andy.

“The professionalism and bravery shown by all of them over the years 
at a wide variety of operational incidents has been exemplary. They have 
played a key role in delivering our service priorities not just in responding to 
incidents but in our prevention and protection work, educating and making 
our communities safer. Losing nearly 100 years’ experience is a loss to 
Castleford and the district but we’ll ensure that their valuable knowledge is 
passed on to our newer firefighters. I hope they all have a safe, healthy and 
happy retirement with family and friends and thank them for their service in 
making Castleford and West Yorkshire a safer place to live.”

Around 13 staff at Castleford fire station, including eight firefighters, a 
watch commander and four crew commanders work together to deliver a 
range of prevention, protection and response activities.

The station serves a local population of 40,000 and more than 16,000 
homes as well as a diverse community which includes shopping centres, 
sports complexes, motorways and a major railway network.

Castleford teams are also called out to district-wide and even national 
emergencies.

To enquire about careers at West Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Service visit 
westyorksfire.gov.uk/careers.

Leeds Action to Create Homes (Latch) has handed over the keys to its 
100th home in the city for tenants in urgent housing need.  

This important milestone is the culmination of the charity’s work over 
more than 30 years in Chapeltown, Harehills and Burley, some of the most 
deprived areas of the city. It comes at a time when the need for quality homes 
for those in housing need has never been greater and is set to grow further. 

The mid terrace back to back property in Harehills has been completely 

transformed from a run down, empty and derelict property into a 
comfortable new home that will house a family with up to two children. The 
project involved a complete rewire, central heating installation, insulation, 
plastering, fire doors and full redecoration. The renovation was made 
possible thanks to funding from the Leeds City Council right to buy grant, 
the LandAid Foundation and Triodos Bank. 

With the addition of this 100th home, Latch is now able to help almost 
200 adults and children in Leeds each year to gain an important new start 

in life and progress towards independent living. There are over 5,600 
people currently homeless or living in poor quality housing in Leeds and 
it is estimated that over 4,700 privately owned homes in the city, like the 
100th home transformed by Latch, remain empty (many derelict) despite this 
deepening housing crisis. 

James Hartley, CEO of Latch explains: 
“We are thrilled to reach this important 100th home milestone and to have 

provided the bricks and mortar to help almost 500 people gain a fresh new 
start in life over the past decade. Comfortable, high quality housing where 
our tenants can feel secure is the foundation of what we provide but we 
also offer a whole lot more. This includes personal support and individually 
tailored training to provide our tenants with any skills that they may need to 
find work, gain confidence and move on to the eventual goal of independent 
living. We provide them with everything that they need to support them 
make positive changes in their lives.” 

The charity also provides training opportunities for the long-term 
unemployed, through its traineeships. Trainees learn vital skills in 
construction whilst working alongside staff on the property renovations. 

Ryan Jeffers, who was a key team member on this recent project, secured 
permanent work with the charity following the successful completion of a 
traineeship explains: 

“I learnt a huge range of skills during my time as a trainee with Latch and 
am proud that led to paid employment. It’s been a real privilege to see this 
100th home through from derelict empty property to completed beautiful 
home.” 

Sadly the housing situation in Leeds is set to worsen, including an increase 
in both the number of people in housing need and the number of properties 
lying empty. Increased costs for building supplies and other materials also 
means the charity’s work will become more expensive just as the need is 
getting greater. 

But Latch is determined to swim against the tide and continue its vital work 
over the months and years ahead. Work is progressing to secure additional 
funding to add to that already raised to create six new high quality homes, 
housing up to 12 people, over the next year. The growing problem of fuel 
poverty will also be tackled through the charity’s ongoing programme of 
super-insulation installation. 

Leeds Charity Completes Leeds Charity Completes 
100th Home For Homeless 100th Home For Homeless 

■ Latch CEO James Hartley and their 100th home
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Unity Takes Steps Unity Takes Steps 
To Find Aspiring To Find Aspiring 
EntrepreneursEntrepreneurs

A new scheme to give aspiring Leeds entrepreneurs the 
opportunity to build their own sustainable business is being 
launched by BME-led housing association Unity Homes and 
Enterprise.

The Steps to Business programme has been developed in 
partnership with iota Business and The Apple Box Company whose 
representatives will be on hand throughout the 12-week process to 
assist up to 10 candidates.

Applicants will be invited to attend an initial assessment to discuss 
their business idea and establish if they possess the skills and drive 
to progress it.

Those chosen to take part in the programme will be given their 
own space in the impressive business hub at Leeds Media Centre in 
Chapeltown, one of three business centres run by Unity.

Each participant will be required to attend up to eight workshops 
on topics including business structure, raising finance, and the 
effective use of social media.

The business adviser will also assist with the preparation of 
bespoke business plans before participants are invited to an 
interview with a panel of experts to discuss their business idea. 

The candidate deemed to have most potential will receive the 
Unity Scholarship which includes a £1,000 grant to purchase IT kit 
or tools and a £250 payment every month for 12 months.

Cedric Boston, Unity Homes and Enterprise chief executive, said:
“Unity stands out amongst housing associations in having 

employment, training and entrepreneurial services which allow us 
to offer numerous opportunities to directly transform life chances.

“The Steps to Business programme provides an exciting but 
challenging route for talented individuals to learn new skills, set up 
their own business and create economic opportunities in the local 
community through inclusive growth.

“We are particularly keen to reach out to people who may not 
have had the chances they deserve in life and, with the guidance 
and structure this initiative provides, will grasp the opportunity to 
show what they can do.”

Adrian Green, Unity Enterprise manager, said:
“Steps to Business will offer an array of pre and post start-up 

advice and support to ambitious individuals with the enterprising 
spirit, the drive to start a business and the capability to make it a 
success.

“It is our intention to repeat the initiative every six months to give 
as many prospective entrepreneurs as possible the chance to fulfil 
their business potential.”

Anyone wishing to join the Steps to Business programme should 
email unityps@unityha.co.uk or telephone 0113 200 7000.     

Leeds Trinity Business Students Win Two Leeds Trinity Business Students Win Two 
Awards In National Enterprise CompetitionAwards In National Enterprise Competition

A team of Leeds Trinity University students have received special 
recognition for their achievements as social activists and entrepreneurs 
by the Enactus UK university programme.  

The Leeds Trinity Enactus Society, led by final-year business students 
Aimee Exley, Alistair Cummins, Freya Hopkins and Meredith Stephenson, 
headed to the Enactus UK National Expo in London, where they won the 
‘Newcomer of the Year’ award.  

The society’s Vice President for Engagement, Aimee Exley, also won the 
Enterprise Rent-A-Car ‘Vice President for Engagement Partner Competition’, 
in recognition of her outstanding outreach work and organisation around the 
team’s projects.

The society received the awards following the development of two 
innovative and successful social enterprise projects, one focusing on 
improving the mental health of school children following the COVID-19 
pandemic and the other aiming to tackle fuel poverty amongst the elderly.  
The team successfully secured the finances to run both projects, winning four 
rounds of funding from various organisations, including Enterprise and retail 
giants ASDA and BIC. 

This follows a hugely successful year for the society.  Since it was set up in 
September 2021, they have had opportunities to pitch ideas, develop business 
cases and network with a range of organisations and employers, gaining 
invaluable employability skills to complement their academic studies. 

Last year, in recognition of their passion and engagement as a new society, 
the group were selected to visit the Enactus UK headquarters in Nottingham 
where they received individual coaching and support from industry experts 
including Enactus UK CEO Andrew Bacon.

Dr Katie Lupton, Lead in International Academic Partnerships and 

Programme Leader for International Business at Leeds Trinity University, 
said: “I am so proud of the achievements our Enactus team have made. 
Their dedication and hard work has seen them develop two social enterprise 
projects and be awarded funding from organisations including Enterprise, 
ASDA and BIC.  I have no doubt that their employability skills have 
improved and that through their networking and wider experiences they will 
have significant advantage over other applicants when applying for graduate 
roles.

“Enactus represents an excellent fit for Leeds Trinity, particularly given the 
new strategy as it speaks to sustainability, careers and enterprise, research 
and impact, and student experience. Our principal drivers of course are the 
students and student experience. The programme has offered our students 
the chance to develop entrepreneurial and leadership skills alongside 
demonstrating global citizenship through creating positive economic 
and social impact. They now have lived experience of setting up a social 
enterprise, pitching ideas, making financial decisions and assessing the 
possibilities of generating positive impacts.”

Enactus UK is an established university programme that supports students 
and young people across the country to engage in social action and social 
enterprise. It operates in over 60 universities throughout the UK, including 
Leeds Trinity, engaging up to 3,000 students each year.

As part of the programme, Leeds Trinity’s Enactus Society get the chance 
to enter competitions run by Enactus UK’s partners to secure funding to help 
get their initiatives off the ground.

More information on the Enactus UK programme can be found on the 
website;

www.enactusuk.org

Wetherby Charity’s Special Award For Pandemic Hub Work

A Wetherby charity which helped lead the district’s Covid-19 
pandemic response has been given a special award.

Wetherby in Support of the Elderly (WiSE) was given a certificate and 

medal by Voluntary Action Leeds and Leeds City Council for its work as a 
community care hub- helping people of all ages who were isolating because 
of the virus.

WiSE was one of 11 such hubs which collectively delivered more than 
250,000 food parcels and made almost 500,000 well-being calls to people 
isolating during the first phases of the pandemic. The charity contributed to a 
further 47,000 activities- from prescription deliveries to dog walking.

Mark Dobson, Chief Operating Officer at WiSE, said: “It was so rewarding 
to see our organisation recognised for this this award. I am extremely proud 
of the entire WiSE team and our volunteers who really worked tirelessly 
during the last two years, often working seven days a week including bank 
holidays.

“They were keen to adapt and take on entirely new roles which, in the 
early days before vaccines, were scary times. That says a lot about them as 
individuals and their commitment to other people and to the organisation.

“Even though we are now emerging from the pandemic we will continue 
to ensure that any vulnerable person is protected and supported and we will 
continue that work for the foreseeable future.”

Along with this recognition, WiSE were also nominated for the Community 
Project of the Year at LCC’s Compassionate City Awards in March, again for 
the charity’s community work during the pandemic.

 Wetherby in Support of the Elderly (WiSE) is a small registered charity set 
up in 2003 in Wetherby, West Yorkshire which aims to improve the quality of 
life for the over 60s by providing community based activities, information, 
help, advice and support.

For more information, visit www.w-ise.org.uk

■ Mark Dobson, Chief Operating Officer at WiSE
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Don’t Be Fooled By New Scams 
For £150 Energy Rebate

The Local Government Association, which represents councils 
across England and Wales is warning residents to be aware of 
new scams and remind themselves of tell-tale signs that you may 
have been contacted by a scammer. 

The pandemic saw a sharp increase in scams which included 
promises of a payment from HMRC to support individuals during 
the lockdown or offers of a vaccination booking for a fee. 

However, councils are now warning that criminals are cold calling 
residents asking for bank details in order for them to receive the 
Government’s £150 energy rebate.

The Government announced the extra support earlier this 
year, amid the rising cost of energy bills, with payments being 
administered by local authorities for all households in council tax 
bands A to D. 

Residents are being reminded that councils will not ask for bank 
details over the phone. All households who pay council tax by direct 
debit will receive the payment directly into their bank account and 
anyone who does not pay their council tax by direct debit will be 
sent a letter with details of how to claim. 

Anyone who unexpectedly receives a text, email or phone call 
seeking information or payment should refrain from giving out 
personal information, including bank details, clicking any links or 
responding until they can be sure it is genuine. If in doubt, find the 
correct contact details online of the organisation claiming to be in 
contact and check with them directly. 

Other tell-tale signs that something could be a scam include: 
●  It seems too good to be true – a discount or offer much better 

than you’d expect 
●  Spelling or grammar errors; strange punctuation and lots of 

capital letters can be signs that a message is fraudulent. 
●  You’ve been asked to do something quickly or have missed a 

deadline and could be punished 
Cllr Mohan Iyengar, Vice-Chair of the LGA’s Safer and Stronger 

Communities Board, said: 
“Councils are working hard to ensure eligible residents receive 

their energy rebate payments as soon as possible, however criminals 
are becoming increasingly sophisticated in their attempts to take 
advantage of the financial worries people are facing and as a result 
many of these scams look legitimate on first impression.  

“Anyone can fall victim to a scam, and we urge people of all ages 
to brush up on the tell-tale signs, and the support available to those 
who need it.

  “If you get sent a message that you believe to be fraudulent, 
you can report it to your mobile phone provider or by forwarding 
the message to 7726, a free reporting service provided by phone 
operators. You should also report the scam to Action Fraud to help 
others avoid falling victim in the future.” 

How To Avoid Being How To Avoid Being 
Underinsured: Underinsured: 
Why Rebuild Cost Why Rebuild Cost 
Assessments Are Crucial Assessments Are Crucial 
For Homeowners As For Homeowners As 
Inflation RisesInflation Rises

With inflation soaring to a 30-year high of seven per cent, the 
cost of fuel growing rapidly and the ever-increasing trend for 
home renovations making building materials – and builders – 
much harder to source, the cost of building a home is inevitably 
becoming more expensive.

Analysis of the BCIS General Building Cost Index indicated a 
rise of 10.2 per cent in September 2021 compared with the same 
period in 2020. Materials represent the largest contribution to this 
increase, with the overall cost up by 19.7 per cent. 

Andrew McRoyall, associate in the architecture and building 
surveying team at Savills in Yorkshire, explains why increased 
prices could create issues for homeowners. He comments: 
“Higher prices leave homeowners vulnerable to the risk of being 
underinsured in the face of major repairs or, worse, a significant or 
total rebuild.

“Buildings should always be covered for the amount it would 
cost to replace them, and that cost could be much greater than 
anticipated.”

Savills has set out the following tips for those reviewing their 
home insurance:

●  When you apply for home insurance, you are typically asked 
to estimate the rebuild value of your property. Insurers usually 
only increase the estimated rebuild value marginally each year 
so unless homeowners actively change this figure themselves it 
could impact an insurance claim.

●  In order to avoid any issues, we would recommend appointing 
a qualified chartered surveyor to carry out a rebuild cost 
assessment (RCA). An RCA details the amount it would cost to 
completely rebuild your home were it to be destroyed beyond 
repair, in a fire, for example. It includes the cost of labour and 
materials.

●  Our usual advice would be to undertake an RCA every three 
to five years. In between rebuild cost assessments, an insurer 
will usually increase the values by a nominal amount annually 
in line with projected inflation. Under normal circumstances 
this would suffice, but these are not normal times. For example, 
in a recent revaluation,  we saw the rebuild cost for a suite of 
farm buildings increase by 21 per cent, and the house by 35 per 
cent, in one year. Had the homeowner not instructed an RCA, 
their property would have been underinsured. With this in mind, 
we would recommend that an assessment is carried out more 
frequently.

●  In the event of a property being underinsured, the insurance 
provider may invoke the Condition of Average Clause. This is 
where the total claim is reduced proportionately to the value of 
underinsurance. For example, if a house is insured for £500,000 
but should be insured for £600,000, it is insured at 83 per cent 
of its value – with the homeowner liable for the shortfall. This 
means the payout for a £300,000 flood claim might only be 
around £250,000. 

“A higher rebuild cost will inevitably lead to an increased 
insurance premium. However, this rise, as well as the cost of the 
RCA, is arguably worth the peace of mind of knowing your assets 
are fully covered to today’s market values”, adds Andrew.

For more information, or to discuss rebuild cost assessments 
in more detail, contact Andrew McRoyall at Savills Yorkshire on 
01904 756 311.

West Yorkshire West Yorkshire 
Firm Issues Firm Issues 
£20k Fine £20k Fine 
Warning For Warning For 
Hiring Illegal Hiring Illegal 
WorkersWorkers

West Yorkshire businesses are being warned to check that 
prospective staff have the right to work - or face being hit with a 
£20,000 fine.

As well as being fined £20,000 per worker, company owners could also 
be jailed for five years if found guilty of employing someone they knew 
or had ‘reasonable cause to believe’ did not have the right to work in the 
UK.

The warning comes from Kiara Bickley, compliance officer at Sky 
Recruitment Solutions West Yorkshire, which recruits for industrial roles 
at all levels.

It follows news that more than 350 potential slavery victims were 
referred to police in West Yorkshire in 2020 - and more than two in five 
of them were children.

And it was revealed that in the region, only 52 of the 1,150 modern 
slavery offences recorded between 2015 and September 2020 resulted in 
a charge – a rate of just 4.5 per cent.

Up to 136,000 people in the UK are in modern slavery, according to 
slavery experts.

Kiara, whose company has an office next to The Media Centre, in 
Northumberland Street, Huddersfield, and is soon to open a branch 
in Bradford, says it is important to protect both potential workers and 
companies.

She said: “My main role is to ensure right to work documents are in 
place, or if I think there is a sign that there could be a chance people are 
being smuggled into the UK to be forced to work. My job is to identify 
and pre-empt that.”

Kiara added that scenarios in the past included the case of Julianna 

Chodakowicz, who acted as the insider for the Polish gang which 
trafficked up to 400 people to the West Midlands and was brought to 
justice following a four-year investigation.

The workers were housed in vermin-infested properties – often 
crammed four to a room and fed out-of-date food. They were paid as little 
as £20 per week by traffickers who pocketed the bulk of their salaries.

Meanwhile, the National Crime Agency is running an ongoing 
investigation into the smuggling of mainly Vietnamese migrants into the 
UK in the backs of lorries in August, September and October 2020.

Kiara said while going through the standard registration process for job 
applicants, she looked at documentation and warning signs of potential 
trafficking, which could include five applicants all with the same home 
address, or all having the same bank account.

“The number of cases is increasing,” she said. “And what is actually 
reported is only the tip of the iceberg.

“We do additional checks and ensure potential employees are aware 
of what is considered a normal wage - we need to ensure the welfare of 
workers and also protect the companies hiring them.

“The risk to our clients could include their reputation being destroyed, 
which could also prevent any future employees being attracted to work 
there, lead to increased training costs with recruitment firms, hefty court 
costs and lowered production.”

If you have reason to suspect trafficking or human exploitation, please 
report information and intelligence to the Modern Slavery Helpline on  
08000 121 700.

To find out more about Kiara’s work, visit;
www.skyrecruitmentsolutions.co.uk

■ L-R: Kiara Bickley and Hannah Blount
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Social Media
L O G O  C O L L E C T I O N

Social Media
L O G O  C O L L E C T I O N

MAYDAY MAYDAYMAYDAY MAYDAY WE NEED YOUR HELP....
¼ MILLION £££’s WORTH OF STOCK MUST 
BE CLEARED IN OUR MAMMOTH 7 DAY SALE!

When they’re gone, there gone!!

SAVINGS OF UP SAVINGS OF UP 
TO 80%!TO 80%!

READY-MADE READY-MADE 
CURTAINS IN CURTAINS IN 

PLAIN, PRINT OR PLAIN, PRINT OR 
JACQUARD DESIGNSJACQUARD DESIGNS

Removable cover for easy cleaning

UNBELIEVABLE UNBELIEVABLE 
VALUE!VALUE!

ACTIVE LIVING ACTIVE LIVING 
MEMORY FOAM MEMORY FOAM 
TRAVEL NECK TRAVEL NECK 
PILLOW WITH PILLOW WITH 

COOLING GEL PADCOOLING GEL PAD

ANY size all one price

SUPER QUALITY  SUPER QUALITY  
& VALUE!& VALUE!

FACTORY OVER FACTORY OVER 
MAKES AND MAKES AND 

DISCONTINUED DISCONTINUED 
DESIGNS. PATTERNED DESIGNS. PATTERNED 
OR PLAIN BRUSHED OR PLAIN BRUSHED 
COTTON DUVET SETSCOTTON DUVET SETS

Any size valance inc. Single, double & king

NEVER TO BE NEVER TO BE 
REPEATED!REPEATED!

BANKRUPT STOCK, BANKRUPT STOCK, 
GREAT SELECTION GREAT SELECTION 
OF POLY COTTON OF POLY COTTON 

PLAIN DYED PLAIN DYED 
VALANCE SHEETS, VALANCE SHEETS, 
BASE VALANCES & BASE VALANCES & 
PILLOWCASE PAIRSPILLOWCASE PAIRS

Please hurry stocks wont last!

LIMITED STOCK!LIMITED STOCK!
INTERNET AND MAIL INTERNET AND MAIL 
ORDER SURPLUS. ORDER SURPLUS. 

READY-MADE ROMAN READY-MADE ROMAN 
BLINDS IN SATINS BLINDS IN SATINS 
AND FAUX VELVETAND FAUX VELVET

Once in a lifetime opportunity 
to save hundreds of £££’s

BARGAIN BUY!BARGAIN BUY!
SUPERB REAL SUPERB REAL 

OAK DINING TABLE OAK DINING TABLE 
WITH 4 MATCHING WITH 4 MATCHING 
ERGONOMICALLY ERGONOMICALLY 

DESIGNED CHAIRSDESIGNED CHAIRS

Lots of colours and designs

CRAZY LOW CRAZY LOW 
PRICE!PRICE!

END OF RANGE END OF RANGE 
AND CHAIN STORE AND CHAIN STORE 

SURPLUS. TOP SURPLUS. TOP 
QUALITY CUSHION QUALITY CUSHION 

COVERSCOVERS

Quality product at a low low price

LIMITED STOCK LIMITED STOCK 
AVAILABLE!AVAILABLE!

CHOICE OF TOP CHOICE OF TOP 
QUALITY CARPET QUALITY CARPET 

RUNNERS IN RUNNERS IN 
ASSORTED COLOURS ASSORTED COLOURS 

60cm x 180cm60cm x 180cm

NOW NOW 
ONLYONLY

NOW NOW 
ONLYONLY

NOW NOW 
ONLYONLY

NOW NOW 
ONLYONLY

NOW NOW 
ONLYONLY

RRP £24.95RRP £24.95

SINGLE, DOUBLE OR KINGSINGLE, DOUBLE OR KING ALL ONE PRICEALL ONE PRICE RRP £13.99RRP £13.99

£4.99£4.99

£5.99£5.99 £4.99£4.99 4   £54   £5

£6.99£6.99
RRP £14.99 - £19.99RRP £14.99 - £19.99

NOW NOW FROM ONLYFROM ONLY

£9.99£9.99A PAIRA PAIR FO
R

FO
R

NOW NOW 
ONLYONLY £149£149THE SETTHE SET

RRP £1030.00RRP £1030.00

VARIOUS 
COLOURS 
& SIZES

NOW NOW FROM ONLYFROM ONLY

£1.00£1.00

When they’re gone, they’re gone!! Please hurry stocks won't last!
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The NSPCC has released data and research that paints a worrying 
picture of the abuse and neglect faced by children. The charity is 
calling for all of us to get involved in preventing abuse as it reveals 
details of Childhood Day 2022.

In 2021/22 the NSPCC’s Helpline for adults made 2,258 referrals to 
agencies across Yorkshire and the Humber to investigate concerns about 
child abuse and neglect - an average of six referrals a day.

The most common reason for the charity’s practitioners to escalate 
their concerns was neglect, with 780 referrals being made for further 
investigation.

Across the UK last year, the Helpline made 22,983 referrals to agencies 
about children thought to be experiencing abuse and neglect - an average 
of 63 children a day.

The NSPCC Helpline receives contacts from the public and professionals 
who have safeguarding fears about a child. The charity will refer these on 
to statutory agencies when serious enough to do so, whilst offering advice 
and assistance in all cases.

The NSPCC is also releasing analysis that sets out the scale and breadth 
of this issue, estimating that half a million children a year suffer abuse in 
the UK. That means 7 children in a classroom experience abuse before they 
turn 18.

This comes as the NPSCC launches Childhood Day, the charity’s flagship 
day of fundraising and action that brings everyone in the UK together to 
protect children.

The leading charity for child protection is emphasising that everyone 
has a responsibility to keep children safe from abuse and neglect. This 
means people logging any concerns they have about a child and contacting 
the charity if and when they are unsure, Governments across the UK 
are prioritising child protection at a national level and a rallying call for 
everyone across the UK to unite on the 10 June for Childhood Day, to raise 
money and awareness for the NSPCC.

Whether it’s by fundraising, donating, volunteering at a collection, or 
taking action, the NSPCC is asking people to play their part to help keep 
children safe from abuse. The charity is encouraging people to search 
'Childhood Day' to find out more. 

Sir Peter Wanless, NSPCC CEO said:
“In light of the recent tragic cases and the difficulties and increased 

risk faced by the younger generation over the past couple of years, it is 
important we ask if we have learnt the right lessons and challenge ourselves 
to do all we can to protect children from harm. The upcoming Care Review 
in England and National Panel review of the circumstances behind recent 
child deaths, provide a golden opportunity to strengthen our system at 
all levels to ensure it is robust enough to prevent more tragedies from 
happening.

“As well as the Government playing a leading role, we know that 
strong communities can help to keep children safe, where thousands of 
individual people play their part in doing what’s right. That’s why we 
created Childhood Day – a day that brings everyone in the UK together to 
emphasise why child protection is a top priority.”

At the start of this month, the NSPCC launches its Childhood Day TV 
Appeal. The advert, goes out on TV from the 2nd May and sees a member 
of the public contact the NSPCC helpline with concerns about a three-year-
old boy who is experiencing physical and emotional abuse at the hands of 
his mother.

A voiceover from actor and NSPCC ambassador for Childline Natalie 
Dormer says ‘This Childhood Day help us keep answering the calls that can 
stop abuse. Search NSPCC to donate £20 now.”

This year Lidl GB, who have supported the charity for 5 years and Sky 
Cares, Sky’s commitment to supporting the communities where their 
customers and employees live and work, are sponsoring the NSPCC’s 
Childhood Day as retail and media partners respectively. Both partners will 
be helping to raise awareness of Childhood Day, as well as holding their 
own activities with their colleagues across the UK to help raise vital funds.

The NSPCC is urging anyone with concerns about a child, even if they’re 
unsure, to contact the NSPCC helpline to speak to one of the charity’s 
professionals. People can call 0808 800 5000, email help@nspcc.org.uk or 
fill in the online form.

NSPCC NSPCC 
Childhood DayChildhood Day

A 90-year-old former paratrooper from West Yorkshire 
marked the Queen’s 96th birthday by embarking on a 96-mile 
walking challenge for Alzheimer’s Society.

Intrepid Jeffrey Long MBE, of Bingley, is battling blood cancer, 
arthritis and a back injury, but is determined to set his own problems 
aside to raise funds for people affected by dementia.

The great grandfather set off on the walk from Centenary Square, 
Bradford, on April 21 – honouring both the Queen’s birthday and 
her forthcoming Platinum Jubilee on June 2.  Lord Mayor Cllr 
Shabir Hussain was there to see him take his first steps.

Veteran fundraiser Jeffrey, who has raised a staggering £300,000 

for charities in the past 15 years, plans to complete a series of walks 
in order to achieve his 96-mile goal.

He said: “I have a friend with dementia who is living in a care 
home now, so I know what a worthwhile cause this is.

“It is a condition that not only affects the person who has it – it can 
have a devastating impact on their family and friends too.

“I’ve got my share of health problems. I’ve been living with blood 
cancer for four years and have daily chemotherapy, and I still stuffer 
with back pain from an injury I sustained parachuting back in 1954.

“I was also recently diagnosed with arthritis and have to walk with 
a stick, but I’m not going to let any of that stop me.”

There are 900,000 people living with dementia in the UK, 
including an estimated 76,130 across Yorkshire and Humber and 
6,020 in Bradford.

Julie Lee, Community Fundraiser for Alzheimer’s Society in 
West Yorkshire, said: “We are in awe of people like Jeffrey whose 
brilliant fundraising efforts enable us to reach more people through 
our vital support services, like our Dementia Connect support line.

“He has raised an astonishing amount for charities over the years 
and we’re thrilled that he has now chosen to support Alzheimer’s 
Society.

“Our services have been used more than six million times since 
March 2020 and have been a lifeline to people affected by dementia, 
but there are many more who urgently need our help.”

Jeffrey began fundraising in 2007, when he walked 650 miles 
from London to Lausanne in Switzerland in 39 days, carrying a 
30kg backpack, to raise money for the Royal British Legion. He 
was awarded an MBE in 2009 for his voluntary work.

The money he raises through his latest challenge will be shared 
between Alzheimer’s Society and Dementia UK.

Anyone wishing to make a donation can do so by visiting his Just 
Giving page at https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/jeffrey-
long96

The Original Factory Shop in Kippax has partnered with 
the national disability charity, Sense, to support people with 
complex disabilities living in Yorkshire.

Customers at The Original Factory Shop Kippax, based on High 
Street, will be able to donate clothes and toys in-store, which will 
then be passed on to Sense to sell in their charity shops. Proceeds 
from all donations will go towards the work of the charity, which 
supports disabled people and their families living in the community.

The partnership is designed to support and raise awareness of 
Sense, while helping customers offload preloved goods.

The Original Factory Shop Brand and Customer Director, Oliver 
Peck,  says:

“We’re very excited to be partnering with Sense to offer this 
service to communities across 20 stores in the country. Their vision 

of a world where no one, no matter how complex their disabilities, 
is left out, isolated or unable to fulfil their potential is something we 
feel inspired to help them achieve across our shared communities. 
Now, customers can get rid of their preloved clothes and toys, with 
proceeds going towards supporting people living with complex 
disabilities in their region.”

Sense Corporate Partnerships Manager, Rachel Brown, says:
“We are so looking forward to working with The Original Factory 

Shop to build our local networks, raise awareness, and break down 
barriers to ensure disabled people feel supported in their local 
community. Together we will ensure that no one, no matter how 
complex their disabilities is isolated, left out, or unable to fulfil their 
potential.”

Join in the big spring clear out and donate today.

Ex Para, 90, On A Mission To Raise Funds For
Alzheimer’s Society And Dementia UK

The Original Factory Shop Kippax Partners With The Original Factory Shop Kippax Partners With 
UK Charity Sense To Support People With UK Charity Sense To Support People With 

Complex DisabilitiesComplex Disabilities
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Over 80 fantastic stalls showcasing the best of the vegan lifestyle 
will feature at the Yorkshire Vegan Festival from Vegan Events UK at 
Leeds Kirkgate Market on Sunday 12th June 2022. Whether you’re 
vegan, vegetarian or looking to go vegan, this event has everything you 
could possibly need.

If you are looking for an event with lots of new products and delicious 
food that you simply cannot buy at the supermarket, natural and organic 
skin care and cosmetics, ethical and environmental clothing, a day packed 
full of educational and inspirational charities and organisations, or simply a 
market with no need for label-checking, which is also family friendly with 
FREE entry for children under 16… you’ve come to the right place!

Yorkshire Vegan Festival provides a one-stop shop for vegan products, 
with numerous stalls providing everything you could need including vegan 
toiletries, fashion, food, pet products, jewellery, shoes, makeup and so 
much more.

Caterers include authentic Eritrean and Ethiopian cuisine from House 
of Habesha, Greek Vegan Deli, Michael’s Caribbean Storehouse, vegan 
fish and chips from There’s No Catch, and VDogs will be selling their 
irresistible range of vegan hotdogs.

Stalls include For the Love of Earth, providing a range of homemade 
eco-friendly products for your body and home, and fashion from Vegan 
Slogans.

There will be a stall selling Bo's Book, a new vegan cookbook that 
features simple, easy-to-follow recipes (for both dogs and humans!) with 
all the profits going to help needy dogs at animal welfare and education 
charity Miracle's Mission.

Also exhibiting is the ultimate vegan food and camping experience 
happening in June 2023 – VFest UK. This brand new upbeat event features 
exciting headline acts, yoga, family entertainment, fun shows, international 
speakers, stalls, global food caterers and much more.

Amongst the charities and not-for-profit organisations attending is 
Miracle’s Mission, a non-profit animal welfare organisation that works with 
sick, injured and disabled animals worldwide. Its mission is to provide a 
place of safety for animals in danger, to educate on the needs of neutering 
both pets and strays and to neuter stray dogs and cats to prevent the birth 
of more animals onto the streets. It also rehabilitates and re-homes dogs in 
need, often with disabilities, from its UK rescue base.

The Yorkshire Vegan Festival helps raise valuable funds for the charity. 
100% of any proceeds will go directly to animal welfare charities as the 
festival is fully volunteer run.

The Yorkshire Vegan Festival takes place on Sunday June 12th 2022 
from 10.30am to 4pm at Leeds Kirkgate Market, Vicar Lane, Leeds, LS2 
7HY. Admission is £5, (under 16’s free) or £15 for VIP tickets in advance 
from Eventbrite, which includes a fast track entry and a goody bag full 
of vegan products, samples, discounts and offers. Visit their website 
www.veganeventsuk.co.uk/ or find the event on Facebook.

Vegan Vegan 
ExtravaganzaExtravaganza  
100% Of Proceeds  100% Of Proceeds  

Go To Animal  Go To Animal  
Welfare CharityWelfare Charity

Local residents, businesses, schools, community groups and 
organisations are being urged to spare any time they can afford on 
Friday 20 May to take part in the Lord Mayor’s ‘Just One Day’ charity 
appeal.

Returning from a virtual hiatus, the Lord Mayor of Leeds, Councillor 
Asghar Kahn is once again encouraging Leeds to come together for 'Just 
One Day' to raise vital funds for his chosen charity this year, Leeds Hospitals 
Charity.

There are no rules to how people can raise money for ‘Just One Day’, 
whether it is deciding to wear fancy dress to work or school, organising 
a sponsored event, face painting, or even holding a best joke or spelling 
competition, nothing is off limits.

The more fun the better, and if you let us know what you are planning, 
there is also a chance that the Lord Mayor may pay a special visit to your 
business, group, organisation or school on the day to say a big thank you!

Don’t forget to share your fundraising stories and activities on social media 

by tagging @LordMayorLeeds and @LDShospcharity on Twitter or using 
the hashtag #JustOneDayLeeds.

The Lord Mayor of Leeds, Councillor Asghar Kahn, said: ”‘Just One 
Day’ is a fantastic opportunity for friends, families and colleagues to come 
together and have some fun whilst also raising money for a great cause.

“Every penny raised will enable my chosen charity Leeds Hospitals 
Charity, to continue the vital work they do, day in, day out helping hospitals 
across Leeds deliver exceptional care for patients.

“Whether you decide to organise a event, make a donation or simply help 
to spread the word about the important work of Leeds Hospitals Charity, I 
can’t thank you enough for your support.”

To find out more about how you can take part in ‘Just One Day’ or to make 
a donation, please visit www.leeds.gov.uk/justoneday. 

You can also register for a free fundraising pack to help you raise money 
with your friends, colleagues and family, at;

www.cognitoforms.com/LeedsHospitalsCharity1/JustOneDaySuggestions

Take The Plunge For Take The Plunge For 
Martin HouseMartin House

Take the plunge and abseil from Yorkshire landmark the Cow and 
Calf to raise money for Martin House Children’s Hospice this summer.

Martin House is appealing for daredevils from across the region to take 
part in the abseil, which takes place at the famous Ilkley Moor landmark on 
Saturday 18 June.

Maddie Bentley, senior events fundraiser at Martin House, said: “We 
launched our abseil last year and it was a huge success, so we’re really 
excited to be back this summer.

“The Cow and Calf is just a breath-taking spot, with amazing views 
across the Yorkshire countryside. We think it’s the perfect place to have an 
adventure like abseiling.”

Participants will make their way across the Ilkley Moor boulders before 
abseiling down the 50ft rock face of the Cow, all in the safe hands of the 
Yorkshire Adventure Company, which is supporting Martin House with the 
event.

Maddie added: “You don’t need any specialist equipment or previous 

experience – just a head for heights and sensible outdoor clothing and 
footwear – and we provide the rest. 

“You can bring your family and friends to cheer you along, and even bring 
a picnic to make a day of it.”

Martin House cares for babies, children and young people with life-limiting 
conditions, providing planned and emergency care, symptom control, as well 
as supporting families in their own homes and when their child is in hospital. 

It costs up to £9 million a year to run the hospice, with nearly 90 per cent of 
that total coming from fundraising and voluntary income.

Signing up for the abseil costs £25, and everyone taking part is asked to 
raise at least £175 in sponsorship.

Maddie said: “Raising £175 could help to pay for a bereaved family to 
have support sessions with one of our specialist counsellors, so the money 
you raise will have a real impact on the families we care for.”

For more information and to sign up to the Cow and Calf Abseil, visit  
www.martinhouse.org.uk/abseil. 

Can You Spare ‘Just One Day’ To Can You Spare ‘Just One Day’ To 
Support The Lord Mayor’s Appeal Support The Lord Mayor’s Appeal 
For Leeds Hospitals Charity?For Leeds Hospitals Charity?

■ Image © Vegan Sweet Tooth London
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KELVIN
FURNITURE
WE HAVE PURCHASED A LARGE 
AMOUNT OF QUALITY BEDROOM 

FURNITURE FROM A LEADING 
BRITISH MANUFACTURER 

 NOW IN LIQUIDATION

OVER 50 YEARS TRADING EXPERIENCE

2 Door  
Wardrobes

3 Drawer  
Wide Chests

4 Drawer 
Wide Chests

Bedside 
Cabinets

£165£165
£135£135

£145£145
£47£47

All furniture is built and on casters, various colours available

SAVE UP TO 60% ON NORMAL RETAIL PRICESSAVE UP TO 60% ON NORMAL RETAIL PRICES
To be sold on a first come first served basis...

2 MAN WHITE VAN DELIVERY SERVICE & OLD BEDS DISPOSED OF

WE WILL BEAT OR MATCH ANY INTERNET PRICES!

0% FINANCE NOW AVAILABLE
 

LIKE US ON.. FOR EXCLUSIVE OFFERS & FREEBIES!
OPEN 7 DAYS 01132 44 44 99
SITUATED NEXT TO MORRISONS CAFE, WINDSOR COURT, MORLEY LS27 9BG

WWW.KELVINSFURNITURELEEDS.CO.UK

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

Leeds Rhinos Appoint Leeds Rhinos Appoint 
Rohan Smith As New Rohan Smith As New 
Head CoachHead Coach
Leeds Rhinos have appointed Rohan Smith, 40, as 

the club’s new Head Coach on a three and half year 
contract, that will keep him at Headingley until at 
least the end of the 2025 Super League season.

Smith joins the Rhinos from reigning Queensland Cup 
Champions Norths Devils having worked with a host of 
NRL clubs throughout his coaching career. Rohan is the 
son of former Hull and Bradford coach Brian Smith and 
the nephew of former Leeds Head Coach Tony Smith.

Understandably with his family’s pedigree in 
coaching, Rohan Smith has always had a keen interest 
in coaching and enabling players to fulfil their potential. 
His first opportunity in the professional game came 
with New Zealand Warriors back in 2003 when he was 
a video analyst for Daniel Anderson, which led to an 
opportunity with the Kiwis national side. He then moved 
to England to work with London Broncos before a return 
to Australia in 2007 to become an assistant coach with 
Newcastle Knights, working alongside his father. He 
had a brief spell as Head Coach of Tonga during this 
period before moving to Sydney Roosters between 2010 
and 2012.

In 2013, he moved to Penrith Panthers before a return 
to the New Zealand Warriors in 2014. In 2015 he moved 
to Gold Coast Titans as an assistant coach before the 
opportunity arose to become Head Coach with Bradford 
Bulls in the Championship in England. His time at the 
Bulls was marred by off field financial issues for the 
Odsal club, however Smith’s reputation continued to 
grow after impressing the players he worked with, 
including the current Rhinos Academy coach Chev 
Walker, who was his assistant at the Bulls.

His next Head Coach role came with Norths Devils in 
the Queensland Cup, Brisbane Broncos’ affiliate club. 
Norths are one of the oldest Rugby League clubs in 
Australia but had not won the Queensland Cup for 18 
years when he took over, despite an illustrious history 
that had seen the likes of Cameron Smith, Cooper 
Cronk and Billy Slater play for the club. He set about 
transforming the team and led them to glory last year 
in their Grand Final win over Wynnum Manly Seagulls.

Leeds Rhinos Chief Executive Gary Hetherington 
commented, “We are extremely pleased to have secured 
one of the most exciting young coaches in the game at 
present. Rohan Smith is highly regarded both here in 
England and Australia and is someone who is passionate 
about coaching and most importantly for us, excited 
about developing our players and a winning culture and 
environment.

“I would like to thank Norths Devils and Brisbane 
Broncos in allowing us to speak to Rohan about our 
vacancy.  I know both clubs rate Rohan extremely highly, 

not just because of his coaching philosophies, but how 
he has transferred that into a winning team at the Devils. 
At the outset I stated this was one of the most important 
appointments in our club’s history. I would like to thank 
all our supporters and partners for their patience during 
this period but it was vital that we spoke to all interested 
parties both here in England and overseas. Through that 
process, Rohan Smith was an outstanding candidate for 
the role and I am personally delighted to have agreed the 
deal to bring him to Headingley.

“Interestingly, Rohan is three years older than his 
uncle Tony when he became Head Coach of the Rhinos 
back in 2003 and I see many parallels in both their early 
coaching careers to this point. Rohan has vast experience 
having been part of various coaching teams over the last 
twenty years, working with people some of the biggest 
names in modern NRL coaching.

“We had two over riding criteria when selecting our 
new Head Coach. The first was that they must have had 
experience and success as a Head Coach and secondly 
have experience of working at the highest level in Super 
League or the NRL and Rohan fits the bill on both those 
fronts.  

“Finally, on behalf of everyone at the club, I would 
like to thank Jamie Jones-Buchanan and the rest of the 
coaching staff for the outstanding job they have done 
in difficult circumstances in recent weeks. We hope to 
have Rohan with us as soon as possible once the relevant 
paperwork has been completed,” added Hetherington. 

The new Leeds Rhinos Head Coach added, “I am 
excited about the opportunity and really looking forward 
to getting back to the UK. The opportunity to be a Head 
Coach in Super League is something I have always 
aspired to do and especially with a club with such a rich 
history in the game and a proud tradition of developing 
talent through their Academy. As a development-minded 
coach, when I look back on my career, the clubs that I 
have enjoyed working at most are those who develop 
their own and I know that is part of the Rhinos way. 

“One of the best things about Rugby League is the 
relationship you build with your players and I am 
looking forward to reconnecting with a number of guys I 
have worked with previously who are now at the Rhinos, 
but also I am excited about meeting and working with 
everyone else as well. 

“I love coaching and helping players, young and old, 
to get better. As a coach you want to help them in their 
journey in their footy and in life and I am really looking 
forward to getting over to Leeds and starting to work 
with the guys,” added Smith. 
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27 HARROGATE ROAD, CHAPEL ALLERTON, LEEDS LS7 3PD

David Cartwright

HAVE YOU BEEN INJURED OR 
BEEN THE VICTIM OF MEDICAL 
NEGLIGENCE?

IF YOU HAVE BEEN INJURED AT WORK, IN A PUBLIC PLACE, IN A 
ROAD TRAFFIC ACCIDENT OR BEEN THE VICTIM OF MEDICAL 
NEGLIGENCE SPEAK TO DAVID TO FIND OUT WHERE YOU STAND 
AND GET THE COMPENSATION YOU DESERVE.

WE OFFER NO WIN NO FEE ARRANGEMENTS ON ALL CLAIMS  
SO THERE IS NO FINANCIAL RISK TO YOU.

FOR A FREE INITIAL CONSULTATION 
CALL US ON 0113 200 7480 
OR EMAIL ADVICE@AVERYWALTERS.COM

Setting The Legal Standard
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GARDENING

BY MARTIN S WALKERBY MARTIN S WALKER

Fingers Crossed The Weather’s Warm, Fingers Crossed The Weather’s Warm, 
Good-Bye FrostGood-Bye Frost
The growing season is in full swing, and there seems to be an 

endless list of jobs that are demanding for your attention.
It’s also planting and sowing time in both the flower and vegetable 

garden, hundreds of plants are available at garden centres and 
nurseries and resisting temptation is almost impossible. 

A scramble around the garden and through the shed assembles 
together all the pots and containers discarded at the end of last year, 
and the challenge begins, what compost should I buy? Will I need 
to feed them and what colour scheme is in fashion this year? All 
questions that can send you into a spin. The truth is that whatever 
mix of plants or colour combinations you choose will be fine, and 
whilst they may not turn out as expected, they will make you smile. 
As we move towards ‘peat free’ growing there are lots of new 
composts on the market so research through gardening magazines 
and ask at your local allotment society or garden club as to what 
they recommend and if there are any things to look out for.

I have grown tomatoes for almost sixty years, my first varieties 
being Ailsa Craig and Alicante, now I grow Shirley, Sungold, 
Okardo and two or three new introductions each year. If you plan to 
grow from seed the choice is huge, but the plants available through 
garden centres and nurseries  are much more limited which on the 
plus side makes the decision of which to buy a little easier. 

There are varieties that will grow outside in the garden and those 
that need the protection of a greenhouse, and then there are those 
that will produce large fruit, small sweet cherry types, in a range of 
colours  some with stripes and different shapes. However, the most 
important thing about tomatoes is the taste, sweet, juicy, or with that 
tang and taste so individual to this amazing fruit.

In the greenhouse I use grow-bags, partly because the floor is 
paving flags, which makes it easier to clean in autumn. I cut three 
holes in the top of the bag just big enough to fit a ring pot ( a pot 
25cm (10 inches) in diameter with no bottom) gently push the pot 
into the compost by about 3cm (1.5 inches) then fill with good 
quality compost. I then insert a bamboo cane into each pot and tie a 
long horizontal cane to the greenhouse making a firm framework to 
tie the plants to as they grow.

If you are growing outside you can use the same system of grow-
bag and ring pot, or just grow in a large patio container at least 
30cm (12 inches) in diameter. There are bush types that don’t 
require staking and are a little easier to look after. You can also 
plant into the garden providing your soil is rich and free draining. 
Use a tomato feed every week after the first flowers have set and 
make sure the plants don’t dry out.

Plums and cherries do not require extensive pruning and generally 
it is a case of removing dead, diseased and damaged shoots, and 
thinning if the tree is becoming a little too congested. The key is 
timing as there is a disease called ‘Silver Leaf’ that can ultimately 
kill the tree. Infection is more likely during autumn and winter, 
which is why we don't prune plums and cherries until late spring 
into early summer, (April to July). 

Root crops, including carrots, parsnips, turnips and swedes are 
some of the most versatile vegetables we grow and now is a great 
time to start sowing. Ideally the soil needs to be well cultivated and 
free from stones. All of these root crops grow best in soil that was 
manured for a previous crop, (last year), as too much organic matter 
will cause the roots to fork and produce thin wispy roots difficult to 
prepare for the kitchen. 

These root crops are all what we call biennials, growing and 
producing a fleshy root in the first year,  by the end of the season 
they do become a little woody and inedible. In spring they often 
develop green shoots in an attempt to start their second year. If left 
or planted in the garden they will producing tall flowering stems, 
carrots and parsnips have have flowers in umbels, like cow parsley, 
whilst swede and turnip are related to the cabbage family producing 
a long rather blowsy flowering stem with creamy to yellow small 
flowers. They do look quite attractive in a quite naturalistic way. 

Happy gardening,
Martin
Next month, (keep an eye on your soft fruit, training climbing 

roses, layering clematis)

Top Tip -  Top Tip -  
Boiled Egg Water For Boiled Egg Water For 
Your ‘African Violet’ Your ‘African Violet’ 
House Plants’House Plants’

House plants are gaining in popularity, and many of the old 
favourites such as African Violets (Saintpaulia) and Cape Primroses 
(Streptocarpus) are available form your local garden centre or nursery, 
they do not take up too much space and produce attractive flowers, 
something that large tropical leafy plants do not always give you.

Most house plants, but African Violets in particular benefit from extra 
calcium which seems to improve flower colour and provides a little nutrient 
for strong and healthy growth. A cheap and easy way to achieve this is to 
feed them with water that was used to boil your eggs. ( do not put salt in the 
water, and before using the water allow it to cool down completely).

Egg shells contain calcium carbonate, traces of calcium and other amino 
acids are dissolved in the water through the boiling process. Whilst egg 
water will provide a little boost for your plants you will need to give them 
additional liquid feeding and repot if the roots start to emerge from the 
drainage holes in the pot.

(In addition, egg shells when crushed and placed around plants can 
discourage slugs and snails, although you will need to eat quite a few eggs 
to produce a decent amount. They can also be added to compost heaps 
providing nutrients and improving soil structure).

■ Cherries

■ Carrots
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The RSPB Calls For Everyone To 
Join The Wildlife-Planting Revolution

The RSPB is calling for everyone to join the wildlife-planting 
revolution after a YouGov survey revealed that three quarters 
of people are now doing at least something in their garden 
or outside space to help wildlife (with 19% trying a lot, 30% 
trying a fair amount, and 26% trying a little). The survey, 
commissioned by the RSPB as part of their Nature on Your 
Doorstep campaign, also revealed the wide range of ways that 
people are already gardening with wildlife in mind - over two 
in five (43%) consider how a plant can benefit pollinators when 
choosing what to grow in their garden, just under a quarter 
(24%) leave areas of grass to grow long for nature, and nearly 
half of people feed birds (49%). With UK gardens and balconies 
covering over 4,000km2, twice the size of Greater London, all 
these actions put together create a vital network of refuges for 
wildlife.

Many previously familiar garden species are in decline. Starling 
numbers have fallen by two-thirds in Britain since the mid-1970s, 

for example, with populations of half of our bumblebee species 
falling, and hedgehog numbers crashing from 30 million to an 
estimated one million since the 1950s across England, Wales, and 
Scotland. 

Planting for wildlife in gardens and outdoor spaces presents a 
fantastic opportunity to help struggling wildlife and is also a hugely 
popular activity. When asked in the survey to choose what one thing 
they would most like to do in a new empty outdoor space, half of 
people (50%) chose having more plants (either having a wildflower 
meadow (most popular at 16%), or planting fruit trees (11%), other 
kinds of trees (6%), shrubs (7%), or space for more flowers (10%)). 

The survey also showed the potential for even more people to take 
up action and welcome wildlife into their gardens. Two thirds of 
respondents want to see local birds (68%) and pollinators (64%) in 
their local space, two groups of species that are easily attracted by 
growing wildlife-friendly plants. 

Adrian Thomas, the RSPB’s wildlife gardening expert, said: 
“I’m thrilled to hear how many people are now taking steps to 
help wildlife in their gardens and outdoor spaces. It feels like a 
movement is underway in which people are recognising that our 
gardens can be wonderful, shared spaces for us and for wildlife, to 
the benefit of all. 

“To play your part, the best and easiest place to start is to grow 
more plants. They provide varied, healthy food sources, and offer 
shelter and nesting spots. And the lovely thing is that lots of plants 
that are good for wildlife are also beautiful, colourful and richly 
scented, making outdoor spaces more welcoming, relaxing, and 
interesting for all of us to enjoy. So why not give planting a go, 
maybe starting with some wildflower seeds? They produce beautiful 
flowers in just a few weeks, and you’ll be surprised at how quickly 
you see pollinators buzzing into your garden!” 

Here are five wildlife-friendly, easy-growing plants to get anybody 
started:
Sunflowers – beautiful and easy to grow from seed, these 

classic flowers are great for pollinators and are a great food source 
for birds when they set seed. 
Cornfield annuals – for just a couple of pounds you can 

have the glow of red poppies and blue cornflowers within weeks
Mini-meadow – just let parts of your lawn grow for a few 

months, or even better until late summer, and be rewarded with 
drifts of clovers and other meadow flowers 
Lavender, the familiar lovely-smelling herb that’s brilliant 

for bees and butterflies. 
Foxgloves, tall purple, pink and white flowers that are bee 

magnets.
For more suggestions, tips, and inspiration on how to give planting 

a go and join the wildlife-planting revolution visit Nature on Your 
Doorstep at www.rspb.org.uk/get-involved.  

−−− BY LINDA JENKINSON −−−

Happy May to all Yorkshire Reporter readers. What a glorious 
month May is with our streets lined with tree blossom; butterflies 
emerging in large numbers; azure carpets of bluebells in our 
woodlands and a backdrop of sweet, melodic birdsong to help 
us relax. 

May and June are the months when we have more species singing 
than at any other time. Our resident birds have been joined by spring 

migrants from as far away as southern Africa and their songs have 
now been added to the chorus we’ve been listening to during early 
spring. Every garden, woodland, wetland, moorland and coastline 
is a cacophony of sound and, for those trying to learn birdsong, it’s 
a difficult time to separate individual songs. The best approach is 
probably to just enjoy the wonderful sounds they are making. 

If you really want to make 2022 the year you learn some birdsong 
then each of my classes will be focusing on songs and calls from May 
to the end of the breeding season. Take advantage of my special offer 
below and, not only will you learn some birdsong on your first class, 
I’ll also teach you how to teach yourself. 

Of course, there is one bird song that everyone knows and that 
is the cuckoo which can now be heard singing in wetlands and on 
moorland. Listen out for the typical cuckoo sound of the male and 
see if you can hear the replying whistles and warbles from a female. 
It’s probably best to study to a recording of this before you go out so 
that you know what to listen for but please remember not to play bird 
songs and calls outdoors. 

Another much loved bird that arrives back at its nest site from the 
first week in May is the swift. Watch the skies for a black, boomerang-
shaped bird flying at great speed. You may even hear its high-pitched 
scream. 

Regular readers will remember that I co-run Leeds Swifts and that I 
rehabilitate grounded swift chicks and adults at my house. Extreme weather 
conditions over the last couple of years have created a challenge for swifts 
and rehabbers alike and last year I had 54 swifts brought to me. Some are 
in a terrible state when they arrive at my house. They become grounded due 
to starvation, dehydration, injury or a combination of these issues, and sadly 
I am never able to save all of them. However, last year I nursed 42 swifts 
back to health and they flew off strongly. Let’s hope they had a successful 
migration and that those individual birds make it back to the UK this year. 
I’m hoping that the 2022 season will give us fewer temperature extremes to 
minimise the number of casualties I receive in the Swift Sanctuary this year. 
I’ll be posting updates and photos in future columns. 

This is my twentieth year of teaching people about birds and birdsong 
so, to celebrate Start Birding’s big birthday, I’d like to offer all Yorkshire 
Reporter readers 50% off their first two hour group birdwatching class, 
including birdsong tuition, by contacting me at linda@startbirding.co.uk  
and quoting SBYR20. There’s plenty of group events to choose from over 
the next two months while the birds are singing or, alternatively, book me for 
your very own one-to-one birdsong class. Just get in touch for more details. 

Happy birdwatching! 
Linda Jenkinson teaches people about birds in and around Leeds. For 

details of classes email linda@startbirding.co.uk or call 07778 768719. Visit 
www.startbirding.co.uk or Start Birding on Facebook and Twitter 

The World  The World  
Of BirdsOf Birds
Birdsong, Birdsong, 

Butterflies, Butterflies, 
Blossom Blossom 

& & 
Bluebells Bluebells 

■ Female Cuckoo

■ Swift
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Antiques With 
Gary Don

Auctioneers for 

We’re looking for Specialist Collections: 
Toys, Military, Coins, Stamps, Comics, Clocks, Watches, Books, 

Oriental, Vinyl, Jewellery, Silver and all sorts of unusual collectibles.
Downsizing, clearing cupboards and attics, need a house clearance?

 Don’t throw anything away until you’ve  
spoken to us! Fashions are constantly changing. 

Regular auctions with live internet bidding throughout the world.
Probate and insurance valuations, house clearances and removals.

Call 07723 319730
contact@garydon.co.uk     www.garydon.co.uk

Dear Gary,
I have a few items that belonged to my 

grandmother, who was born in 1909 for your 
valuation please.

The tea service is Royal Albert set of 6 no 
markings on anything else.

Thanks, 
Deborah
Dear Deborah,
Thank you for your email.
You have a glass dressing table set which was 

very popular in your grandmother’s days.
It would have sat on her dressing table and 

contained lidded jars for creams, scents and 
hairpins.

Candlesticks would have been used for light 
in the bedroom in pre-electricity days. The more 
expensive sets were made of cut glass and you can 
tell the difference by the sound of the ring of the 
glass and whether or not you can see any joins in 
the glass. When these sets are in fashion they can 
sell up to £50.

Your tea set could possibly be the Royal Albert 
‘Val d’Or’ design in white and gold. You only have 
a half set as a full tea service consists of 12 cups, 
12 saucers, 12 side plates, serving plates, teapot, 
sugar and cream. It would fetch more if it was the 
Country Rose or Moonlight Rose flowered design 
which are very desirable today. Your part tea set 
would probably sell for £40 - 60.

Dear Gary,
I am contacting you as a pathetic pensioner 

in Leeds with 1000's pounds of fire remediation 
costs I need to find. 

So if there is anything worth selling I would 
be only too willing to do to raise some money

 Thank you
So here goes.
First up Satsuma vase, Meiji period. Damaged 

around kneck.
Second, Whitefriars. 
Third also believed to be Whitefriars 
Fourth, small papier mache box, hand 

painted?
Fifth, Faberge style egg. Rosella Occ & Co. 

Staffordshire. 
Sixth. Finally an Itzchak Tarkey, Serigraph 

with authification. Israeli artist who survived 
Nazi concentration camp at the age of 9 years 
old. 

Yours sincerely, 
Amanda Walczak 
Dear Amanda,
Thank you for your email and sorry to hear 

about your fire remediation costs. We will answer 
each one of your queries and hope it helps.

The Satsuma vase is Japanese pottery originally 
from the Satsuma province, South Kyushu, Japan.

The pottery was mass produced and imported to 
the UK in huge amounts in the late 19th and early 
20th centuries, but its popularity has declined. 
Early Satsuma from the 17th & 18th Century can 
be very valuable but your vase is a later model. In 
perfect condition it would sell for under £100, but 
the damage will take away most of its value.

Whitefriars glass is Britain’s longest running 
glass house established in 1834 and produced 
glassware until 1980. After that Caithness Glass 
purchased its name to use on its paperweights. 
In the 1950’s a designer named Geoffrey Baxter 
was employed and he introduced a new range 
of textured vases including the iconic ‘drunken 
bricklayer’vases, ‘TV’ vases, ‘bark’ vases, 
‘coffin vases’ and ‘banjo’ vases. They were 
made in a variety of colours and those are now 
very collectable. Your vase and bowl would need 
to be examined to confirm if they are genuine 
Whitefriars and if so would sell for under £100 
each.

The green dome shaped paperweight is known as a 
Castleford dump. Glass dumps were first made in the 
early 19th century by various bottle and glass companies 
in Yorkshire. They were made in their thousands but are 
still quite popular today. It should sell between £30 – 50.

The small papier mache lidded box looks to be the type 
made in the late Victorian period. It appears to be hand 
painted and should sell for around £50.

Not good news for your Faberge style egg. Many 
reproduction eggs are available on the market and 
similar ones to yours can be bought for around £15. 
All original Russian merchandise is now boycotted so 
probably not the time to sell yours today.

The picture by the Israeli artist Itzchak Tarkay is a 
limited edition serigraph from an edition of 250.

Tarkay survived the Nazi concentration camps and 
emigrated to Israel in 1949. He received a scholarship 
to Avni Institute of Art and Design and became a 
commercially successful artist especially in the United 
States, Israel and Japan. As well as being an acrylic 
painter and watercolourist, he used serigraphs in which 
many colours are laid over one another and used to create 
texture and transparency. He died in 2012 in Detroit 
where he visited as a guest of Park West Gallery who 
sold many of his works. His serigraphs retail at £1000 
– 2000 in galleries, although would fetch less at auction.
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Diary Of 
A Pawnbroker
Make This Summer Special!
Summer is almost upon us and the weather is finally warming 
up. We have Jubilee celebrations to look forward to and life has 
more or less returned to normal. One event that is definitely 
happening for many is a foreign holiday, probably their first for 
the last 2 years. Our Foreign Exchange department are rushed 
off their feet once again selling Euros and Dollars to those going 
abroad and it seems as busy as ever. However after enjoying 
domestic holidays for the last 2 years many people are staying 
local once more and destination cities like York are beginning to 
fill with its cosmopolitan cafes, music and laughter and al-fresco 
street dining that would put any European city to shame. 

Rolex – Now Is The Time To Buy…..

Our pre-owned luxury watch business continues to grow and more 
and more people are trading in old for new or deciding the time is 
right to own one of these prestigious timepieces. 
The Antiques Roadshow gave a nice surprise to a visitor recently 
when he brought in a battered Rolex Submariner Sea Dweller. The 
watch had a cracked glass and was badly damaged and cost him just 
£369 back in 1982. Despite the damage the watch which was one of 
the iconic 1665 models was valued at £18,000-£20,000 and he had 
left it  sitting in a drawer for the last 30 years!
Another lucky couple had been left a Rolex from their grandfather 

who worked as a miner in Mansfield. He had bought his submariner 
as a retirement investment and passed it down to his family after 
his death. The watch which cost him just £70 back in 1962 went 
under the hammer for £210,000 to a collector in Japan. A very good 
investment and a sensible place to put your money if you want to 
beat inflation.

Rolex have a restricted number of agencies across the world and 
each watch takes around a year to manufacture. This creates a 
waiting list and so with their demand well ahead of supply, the 
price of some of the models just goes up and up well beyond their 
list price with gents sports models leading the charge once again. 
There are not many luxuries that keep ahead of inflation but here 
is one area that continues to buck the trend and is well worth the 
investment if you have the funds.

We price our watches to be competitive with those online however 
all of our luxury watches come with a 2 year guarantee and have a 
full service and comprehensive refurbishment before they go for 
retail. It’s a bit like buying a second hand car. You need to use a 
supplier you can trust and be able to call back to them if ever there 
is a problem. You can be assured you are buying a watch that has 
been properly checked out and expertly serviced. Visit our website  
www.christopherbrownjewellers.co.uk or contact your nearest 
branch to request a viewing and see our extensive selection.

Not everybody is interested in watches. Our diamond jewellery is 
really competitively priced with items to fit every budget and many 
pre-owned pieces and MANAGERS SPECIALS that are literally 
HALF PRICE.
A stunning diamond line bracelet is a very universal piece of 
jewellery that can be worn all year round. I can’t think of a better 
way of putting the difficulties of the last 2 years behind you and 
treating yourself to something that will took stunning to wear and 
last for many generations to come.

Cash In Your Unwanted Gold…..

For those needing some cash the gold price is really strong right 
now and is near its record high. If you have any unwanted gold or 
jewellery now is a great time to turn it into cash so call into your 
nearest store while it remains strong. With 5 stores in Yorkshire 
including Seacroft, Shipley, Pontefract, York and Batley you will 
receive fantastic service and could walk out with your cash in 
minutes.

Pawnbroking Instant Loans…..

Its not all fun and celebrations this year. We are all fully aware of 
the rising energy, fuel and food prices and for some this means 
worrying times ahead. Our pawnbroking service is there when 
you need it most. Fast, confidential loans against your jewellery, 
gold or luxury watch and you could borrow from £10 to £10,000 in 
minutes. Our lending service is on the rise again and we are here to 
help so call into your nearest branch and get an instant assessment 
of item and take the pressure off paying those bills.
Brown & Gold are a family business with 8 branches across the 
North including York, Seacroft, Shipley, Batley, Pontefract, 
Stockport, Prescot and Toxteth. 
Visit www.christopherbrownjewellers.co.uk for further details and 
to visit our on-line shop.

Chris Brown

Stone matching
and replacement
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PERSONAL &
BUSINESS LOANS*

*Subject to terms and conditions.
Ask Instore for details.

SEACROFT:
Unit 4, Seacroft Shopping Centre

Leeds LS14 6JD
Tel: 0113 265 6029

YORK:
22-23 High Ousegate, York YO1 8RX

Tel: 01904 642 746 

SHIPLEY:
8 Arndale Shopping Centre

Shipley BD18 3QQ
Tel: 01274 588 112

BATLEY:
87 Commercial Street

Batley WF17 5HZ
Tel: 01924 476 066

PONTEFRACT:
33 Market Place

Pontefract WF8 1AG
Tel: 01977 701 979

www.Christopherbrownjewellers.co.uk

PLUS DISCREET PAWNBROKING LOANS AVAILABLE

PRE-OWNED LUXURY WATCHES
DIAMOND SPECIALISTS

BESPOKE JEWELLERY MANUFACTURE
VALUATIONS

CONFIDENTIAL ASSET LENDING SERVICE
JEWELLERY AND WATCH REPAIRS
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Glass Cut to SizeBroken Glass Replaced Mirrors Misted Units Replaced

Table TopsBi-fold Doors Splashbacks Secondary Glazing

French DoorsPVCu Doors Composite Doors Sliding Doors

Vertical Sliding WindowsCasement Windows Flush Sash Windows Bay/Bow Windows

www.leedsglass.co.uk
0800 996 1168

Leeds Glass Windows Ltd 401A York Road Leeds LS9 6TD
T: 0113 248 8433 F: 0113 248 1649 E: info@leedsglass.co.uk Registered Company
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Sing For Royal Jubilee 
With Horsforth Choral 
Society! 

Horsforth Choral Society is calling for new voices to help 
crown the Queen’s Platinum Jubilee celebrations with song. 

The Leed-based choir welcomes singers in all voice parts to join 
for the summer term, leading up to a Jubilee-themed concert in 
July. The choir will be joining with Yorkshire Evening Post Brass 
for a patriotic programme, including pieces sung at the crowning 
ceremony in 1953 and some Coronation Anthems. 

New members are encouraged to try out one of the Monday night 
rehearsals, from 7.30-9pm at St Margaret’s Church, Horsforth. 

The friendly community choir has continued to sing online 
throughout the past two years, and is looking to increase 
membership now that in person rehearsals are back in full swing. 
Covid guidelines continue to be closely monitored and followed, 
however in-person rehearsals look set to continue throughout the 
summer term. 

All ages are welcome, and no audition is necessary. If you 
would like more details of how to join a rehearsal, please email 
horsforthchoralsoc@gmail.com 

Musical Director Matthew Lazenby said: “The past two years 
have been difficult for choirs, however we have continued to 
sing online throughout, and are now delighted to be back singing 
together again in person. We are a friendly group, with an exciting 
programme of music ahead to mark the Jubillee celebrations this 
year. If you are interested in singing in a relaxed and welcoming 
atmosphere, please do come along and give us a try!” 

For more information visit www.horsforthchoral.co.uk, email 
horsforthchoralsoc@gmail.com. Facebook and Twitter 
@HorsforthCS, or contact Matthew Lazenby on 07854 079418.

Darwin Deez is coming to Leeds’ Belgrave Music Hall on 15th 
May to celebrate his 2010 debut album. The NYC kingpin and 
original bedroom indie artist will be celebrating his eponymous 
breakthrough by performing the album, including hits 
“Constellations”, “Up In The Clouds” and “Radar Detector”, 
in full at these special shows. Upon its release in April 2010, 
Darwin Deez’s debut album was met with universal praise 
from international media. Now the album will be performed 
in its entirety at a number of live shows across the UK. 
Renowned for the most entertaining performances, with added 
choreographed dance routines, don’t miss your chance to 
witness a rare insight into everything a pop star should be, and 
yet so rarely is. 

Twin Atlantic celebrate the 10-year anniversary of their seminal 
BRIT Certified Gold album ‘Free’ with a limited-edition deluxe 
vinyl and their ‘10 Years Of Free’ tour which sees them coming 
to Leeds' Stylus on May 15th. Spawning singles such as ‘Make 
A Beast Of Myself, ‘Yes I Was Drunk’, and the soundtrack to the 
astonishing Red Bull Stratos jump, ‘Free’, the album catapulted 
the Glasgow natives from local clubs to headlining theatres across 
the world.

On 25th May the sun will shine. This has been guaranteed by 
the people at Live At Leeds who will have their inaugural summer 
In The Park event at Temple Newsam on that date. The Bombay 
Bicycle Club headline but the five stages in the park also feature 
Holly Humberstone, The Vaccines, Dream Wife and a host of the 
very best indie bands. There are a few tickets left so hurry up and 
bring the sun screen!

New soulful signing for Island Records, Brooke Combe, who 
has already been attracting some major fans will be supporting 
Miles Kane on his UK tour in May including a show at Leeds' O2 
Academy on the 29th May. Edinburgh-born Combe has recently 
unveiled her brand new single ‘Miss Me Now’ on Island Records 

which harks back to her heroes of soul music - icons like Diana 
Ross, Gladys Knight & Whitney Houston who were introduced to 
her by her mother and grandmother when she was a child. A perfect 
way to end the month after Live At Leeds!

Sophie Powers recently announced that her debut EP ‘Red In 
Revenge’ will be released via Set Records. The collection will 
include ‘U Love It’ and last year’s singles ‘Clearview’ and ‘Greed. 
The EP is brimming with the spellbinding energy of Sophie 
Powers’ unique hyperpop-punk hybrid and unique artistic vision. 
With her new take on a myriad of genres, Sophie is pioneering her 
own “hyperpunk” lane which you can jump in to on September 
11th at The Key Club in Leeds

Nina Nesbitt returns with her new single this month, ‘Dinner 
Table,’ On the track, Nina’s instantly appealing voice leads a 
production that’s both sophisticated, understated and growing in 
splendour as she reflects upon the lives of the women in her family. 
Speaking about the track, Nina told me, “I wrote ‘Dinner Table’ 
about the three generations of women in my family. It tells the story 
of the parallels and differences in our lives, growing up in different 
decades, but the magic of gathering round a table and talking for 
hours still hasn’t changed.” Expect a UK tour in November.

CRAWLERS have been putting the work in, gigging across 
Merseyside, working on their song writing and steadily building an 
impressive following on social media. Their debut EP has clocked 
up over 40 million combined streams and spawned their first hit 
with ‘Come Over (Again)’ Expect fireworks on 5th November at 
Brudenell Social Club

The Reytons have quickly risen from home-town heroes in South 
Yorkshire to one of the hottest new indie-rock bands in the UK. 
A word of mouth sensation, they continue to hit the country with 
sold out show after sold out show, and with an almost football-
like tribalism amongst their fanbase the live shows are quickly 
becoming legend. They have announced a show on 26th Nov  
Leeds O2 Academy as part of their autumn The Uninvited Tour.

Music In The Music In The 
Sunshine! Sunshine!   
By Stuart GlossopBy Stuart Glossop

■ Darwin Deez

WIN TICKETSWIN TICKETS
THE YORKSHIRE REPORTER HAS A PAIR OF TICKETS TO 

THE SHOW TO GIVEAWAY
To enter simply send 'HOT CHOCOLATE' along with 

your contact details including tel number, to

competitions@yorkshirereporter.co.uk
Terms & Conditions – Entries must be in by the 23rd May 2022. The winner will be 

contacted by phone or email and may be required for a photoshoot of them receiving their 
prize. Yorkshire Reporter's decision is final and no cash alternative 

will be offered.

■ Brooke Combe

■ Crawlers

■ Nina Nesbitt

■ The Reytons

For ticket information visit;
https://thegigcartel.seetickets.com
Tickets - £27.50 advance 
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ENTERTAINMENT

03 May - SIFU: Vengeance Edition - 
PS4 & PS5   

13 May - Evil Dead: The Game - PS4, 
PS5 & Xbox

13 May - Waifu Discovered 2: Medieval 
Fantasy - Nintendo Switch

19 May - Vampire: The Masquerade - 
Swansong - Xbox & PS5

26 May - The Ascent - PS4, PS5 
& Xbox

27 May - My Little Pony: A Maretime Bay 
Adventure - Nintendo Switch

• New & Pre-Owned Games

• Consoles

• DVD’s & Blu-Rays

• Collectibles

• Controllers & Headsets

• Gaming Accessories

• Action Figures

• iPhone Screen Repairs

We offer a comprehensive repair service for consoles using 

top of the range machinery and quality replacement parts. 

Our fully qualified technicians have years of experience and a 

proven track record. Each repair includes a 12 month warranty.

We Buy, Sell & Trade Consoles & Games

Best Cash Prices 
Best Cash Prices 

Given On Games
Given On Games

381 Harehills Lane, Leeds LS9 6AP
SHOP OPEN: MON - FRI 10am - 5pm & SAT 10am - 4pm

Tel: 0113 240 35 95
Facebook: @gamestempleleeds      Instagram: Games_Temple_Leeds

Console Repairs

RETRO GAMESRETRO GAMES

WHAT'S ON
TV & STREAMING

02 May - Agatha Raisin, Season 4 - Sky 
Max

Ashley Jensen (Extras) stars as PR-guru turned-amateur-sleuth 
Agatha Raisin. Dropped by Sky, but renewed by streaming service 
Acorn TV – a US streaming service that specialises in UK imports.
02 May - Real Housewives of Atlanta, 

Season 14 - Hayu
A reality show, set in Atlanta, about housewives.
05 May - The Staircase, Season Limited - 

Sky Atlantic  
True crime drama starring Colin Firth and Toni Collette about a man 

accused of murdering his wife.
06 May - The Wilds, Season 2 - Prime Video  
A group of teen girls from different backgrounds must fight for 

survival after a plane crash strands them on a deserted island… The 
twist? They did not end up on this island by accident…

06 May - Bosch: Legacy, Season 1 - IMDb 
TV  

A spin-off/continuation of the popular Amazon series based on 
Michael Connelly’s best-selling books.
11 May - How I Met Your Father, Season 1 

- Disney+  
Spin-off/reboot of the popular tv show, with Hilary Duff explaining 

to her kids how she met their father.
13 May - The Lincoln Lawyer, Season 1 - 

Netflix  
Drama from David E. Kelley based on Michael Connelly’s series of 

bestselling novels.
13 May - The Essex Serpent, Season 

Limited - Apple TV+  
Based on the bestselling novel by Sarah Perry starring Tom 

Hiddleston and Claire Danes.
15 May - Tokyo Vice, Season 1 - StarzPlay  
Drama following an American journalist’s daily descent into the 

neon-soaked underbelly of Tokyo in the late ‘90s, where nothing and 
no one is truly what or who they seem.
26 May - The Flight Attendant, Season 2 

- Sky Max  
Based on Chris Bohjalian’s novel of the same name, the series 

stars Kaley Cuoco as Cassie, a flight attendant who wakes up in the 
wrong hotel, in the wrong bed, with a dead man.
27 May - Stranger Things, Season 4a - 

Netflix  
A love letter to the supernatural classics of the 80’s, Stranger 

Things is the story of a young boy who vanishes into thin air. Stars 
Winona Ryder. Season 4 has been split into two halves.
27 May - Star Wars: Obi-Wan Kenobi, 

Season 1 - Disney+  
Ewan McGregor returns to his Star Wars role. The first 2 episodes 

will release on the Friday, with the following episodes landing on 
Wednesdays.

GAMESGAMES
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Keepitfun.rank.com
BeGambleAware.org
Enjoy Responsibly
Drinkaware.co.uk for the facts

TERMS AND CONDITION APPLY. OVER 18S ONLY.

PLAY FOR FREE*

    When you bring
        a new member

Exchange this Yorkshire 
Reporter advert at any 
Leeds Mecca reception 
when you bring a new 
member, and both play 
for FREE! 
T&C’s- Valid any session in May 2022 at Leeds Hunslet, Leeds 
Mayfair or Leeds Crossagtes. Over 18’s only. Only valid when 
an existing member is introducing a new member. Not to be 
used with any other offer. Begambleaware.org
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−−− BY LINZI DAVIES −−−

May is the national month of walking, and right here in Yorkshire 
we are truly spoilt for choice. From Dales to windswept moors, craggy 
cliffs to urban parkland, there are sights to behold all around us as we 
stride out in the fresh air, boosting both our physical and mental health. 
Travelling alone, with family or as part of an organised walk, it truly is 
good for the soul. 

In this month’s feature, we take a look at some wonderful walks which 
offer the best of Yorkshire. Mark, an avid walker and true Yorkshireman who 
has recently returned to his home county after living abroad, shares with us 
some walks he has enjoyed with local walking groups as a way to reconnect 
with his homeland and make new friends. For those who prefer a shorter 
walk or need a more accessible route for wheelchairs and pushchairs, have a 
look at our parks and riverside walk suggestions!

MARK’S TOP PICKS
ROBIN HOOD’S BAY – CIRCULAR 

8-MILE WALK – MODERATE
This was the first walk I joined, organised by the Northern Hiking Friends 

group. It was led by experienced walkers Julie and George and was a breath 
of sea air. 

We parked at the long stay car park £6.00 for the day at the top of the 
hill in Robin Hood’s Bay which is a town steeped in history of fishing and 
intriguing smugglers alleyways. 

The walk was timed for when the tide was out which you need to keep in 
mind, as it begins along the beach, a mixture of sand and rock pools which 
are always fun. There is some erosion taking place so stay away from the 
cliffs. There are a couple of water falls along the way if you fancy a shower!

As you approach Ravenscar Head, there are seals with young pups, which 
was lovely to see. Seal watch volunteers helped you past them and guide you 
to the path up to the Ravenscar Hotel which is a long steep climb with a mix 
of steps and walkways. The hotel provides lunches and refreshments if you 
prefer this to a pack up, along with toilets that by now are needed by most. 
The views from here are stunning in all directions.

Setting back, a well signposted route takes you along the cliffs - part of the 
section of the Cleveland Way with the view of the town in the distance. The 
path winds its way along the cliffs until you descend to Bogle Hole YHA and 
then back up to the cliffs as the tide was in now, before completing the walk. 
A refreshing well-earned drink back in the town was enjoyed by all before 
the hike back up the hill to the car park. The end of a most enjoyable walk 
and day out!

FARNDALE WALK – 5-MILE CIRCULAR 
ROUTE – EASY

The drive from Selby through Hutton Le Hole and down into Farndale was 
fantastic itself! For this walk, parking is £1.50 via an honesty box. There is 
also an information trailer hosted by the North Yorkshire Moors National 
Park which is very helpful with lots of free brochures. 

This walk was also arranged through Northern Hiking Friends, led 
by George. The walk starts on a well-travelled gravel path alongside a 

meandering stream where thousands of golden daffodils lined the banks. 
Of course, the daffodils gave the walk its name, and they are a temporary 
feature, appearing annually to brighten up the landscape, but the scenery is 
more than pleasant without them. There were also sheep and their lambs 
looking on as we passed by. 

Part way along is a little cafe for refreshment. Having resisted the 
temptation, we continued on a country road to the Faversham Arms. Food 
and drinks including tea and coffee was served. After lunch we continued 
along the road and up the hill before turning onto a country path across fields 
that had stiles to cross. The scenery was beautiful with hills on both sides of 
the valley. 

The path then crosses through a farm before circling back down to the start 
point. A lovely little walk lasting about 3 hours at a leisurely pace before a 
nice drive back past Castle Howard. 

COLNE VALLEY – 10-MILE CIRCULAR 
WALK – MODERATE

This walk was organised by The Leeds Walking Meetup Group and sets 
off from the National Trust car park in Marsden before heading through the 
town and an old disused mill to Butterley reservoir. Here the ascent starts up 
more steps than the famous ones at Whitby! The path continues up before 
levelling off with stunning views across the valley. It heads east before 
descending into Slaithwaite for lunch. 

Now the walk takes you back up the other side of the valley and around 
Hilltop reservoir. You traverse along a woodland trail, farm tracks, a road, 
and cobblestones before reaching Slaithwaite Moor. Again, there is a major 
contrast as you walk across heather moors with fantastic views back across 
the valley to Butterley reservoir with Marsden town below. The descent back 
into Marsden takes you down a rocky and sometimes boggy track back into 
town for much needed refreshments. On this walk sheep, cows, alpacas, 
poultry, ducks, dogs, ponies, and horses can all be seen, so definitely a hit 
with animal lovers! 

HARLOW CARR – 6-MILE ROUTE – EASY
I joined Leisurely Walks Around Yorkshire for this easy stroll one weekend. 

Meeting in the RHS car park, we set off to Beckwithshaw and on to Shaw 
Green. Then Hill Top Lane, Harrogate Ringway, Beckwith Head and back 
to Harlow Carr. 

The walk takes you along roadways before making a turn across some 
pleasant green fields that bring you out behind some sports fields and a 
church opposite the Smiths Arms. 

The route then takes you down more country lanes and farm tracks. The 
path then takes you over several stiles which can be quite muddy in places. 
A very gentle hill takes you up to where there are stunning views across to 
Almscliffe Crag. 

The well signposted path takes you down some wooded snicketts, across 
open fields and country lanes before returning to the starting point, where 
you can spend several hours looking around the Royal Horticultural Society 
gardens or simply round the day off with a cup of tea. This walk is ideal 
for those who are just beginning distance walking, as it is really enjoyable 
without being too taxing. 

■ Robin Hoods Bay

■ Valley Gardens

■ Harlow Carr

■ Temple Newsam

WONDERFUL WALKS WONDERFUL WALKS 
TO EXPLORETO EXPLORE

■ Butterley reservoir
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PARKS AND GARDENS
YORKSHIRE MUSEUM GARDENS – 

YORK – ACCESSIBLE
The ten-acre botanical Museum Gardens, around the Yorkshire Museum, 

stretch from the River Ouse up to the back of York Art Gallery, and from 
Marygate on one side to Museum Street on the other. The gardens are a 
popular picnic spot.

They were planted in the 1830s, when the Yorkshire Philosophical 
Society opened the museum.

The gardens are a listed Botanical Garden and contain many varieties of 
trees, deciduous and evergreen, native and exotic and were laid out to show 
off the buildings and plant specimens as they were introduced.

There is also plenty of historical buildings to see in the park, including the 
ruins of St Mary’s Abbey, St Leonard’s Hospital, and a Roman Fortress, as 
well as York Observatories – the oldest working observatory in Yorkshire! 

There is easy access with mostly level paths for you to amble around. The 
gardens are open daily, but times vary throughout the year, so please check 
York City Council website before visiting.

VALLEY GARDENS – HARROGATE – 
ACCESSIBLE

The Valley Gardens, Harrogate, is a 17-acre English Heritage Grade II 
Listed Garden in regal Low Harrogate, next to the Pinewoods woodlands.

It includes beautiful historic buildings, including the Magnesia Well Pump 
Rooms, the Sun Pavilion, and the Sun Colonnade, which sit alongside a wide 
variety of shrub, flower, and herbaceous beds.

Take a leisurely stroll around the paths to see the beautiful borders, many 
of which have been re-designed by award winning gardener Paul Hervey-
Brookes to improve biodiversity and natural habitats for wildlife. To keep 
the kids entertained, there is also a children’s playground, skatepark and a 
seasonal paddling pool. 

OTLEY CHEVIN FOREST PARK – LEEDS – 
PARTIALLY ACCESSIBLE

The forest park overlooks the market town of Otley and is a designated 
nature reserve

The park's north-facing cliff, or escarpment, rises steeply to a height of 
280m above sea level and offers magnificent views of the Wharfe Valley. In 
recognition of its wealth of wildlife, including the Green Hairstreak Butterfly 
and the Woodcock, the whole park was designated as a Local Nature Reserve 
in 1989.

A walk around Otley Chevin Forest Park will take you through woodland, 
heathland, and meadowland, with rocky outcrops and amazing views, 
and wildlife in abundance. Orienteering routes are available via www.
chevinforest.co.uk

There are several car parks available, and for disabled access, park 
at Surprise View which is wheelchair accessible and offers stunning 
views across miles of Yorkshire! There is also the White House Café for 
refreshments which has an accessible toilet and changing place. 

TEMPLE NEWSAM – LEEDS – 
ACCESSIBLE

A visit to the Temple Newsam estate set around the Tudor-Jacobean house 
with grounds landscaped by Capability Brown, offers 1500 acres of land to 
walk around including three beautiful lakes, a walled garden, woodland and 
farmland. A mixture of paved and gravel paths, with gentle slopes or steeper 
inclines combined with less travelled woodland trails mean you can choose a 
peaceful stroll or a more challenging expedition. 

 In the middle to the end of this month the vast amount of rhododendrons 
in bloom produce a stunning array of colours that are truly wonderful to see. 
There is also a working farm housing rare breeds, children's playground, Go 
Ape and courtyard cafe.

RIVERS AND CANALS
Riverside and canal towpaths also offer some of the best walks in our 

county. Traditionally a way to get from A-B, they are now the perfect place 
to stroll along and see nature at its best, including water life from ducks 
to vole and even river otters if you are lucky! River and canal walks often 
provide a natural haven in the middle of urban living. Try The Five Rise 
Locks in Bingley - a 2.1 mile easygoing route which takes in the incredible 
engineering of five locks, The Aire and Calder Navigation between Leeds 
and Wakefield – up to 10 miles for the circular walk starting at Thwaite Mills 
which heads past St Aiden’s RSPB reserve, York riverside walk stretching 
from Ouse Bridge to Lendal Bridge which offers an alternative way to view 
the city architecture, and plenty of pubs to enjoy en-route, or Boroughbridge 
Canal Walk – an easy 6 mile walk along the River Ure and Ripon Canal 
which passes by Newby Hall. 

WALKING GROUPS
As Mark has discovered, there are plenty of walking groups to join who 

regularly organise walks around Yorkshire, long and short, challenging and 
easy. These groups are very welcoming, and you can book on any walk 
which suits you. They are a great way to socialise and meet new people, and 
often offer a wealth of knowledge on the area in which you are exploring. 
Many of these are to be found on the website www.meetup.com which is a 
platform to expand your social life by joining groups which align with your 
leisure interests from walking to crafting, cinema, meals out and much more. 

Whether you walk with a group, your family and friends or alone, get out 
into the great outdoors, breathe in the fresh air and enjoy some of the most 
stunning scenery and landscapes in the world. What a lucky bunch we are to 
live in such a beautiful and diverse county – there is certainly nowhere like 
Yorkshire!

■ Farndale Walk

■ Bingley Five Rise Locks

■ Almscliffe Crag

WONDERFUL WALKS WONDERFUL WALKS 
TO EXPLORETO EXPLORE

■ Otley Chevin. Image © Dr Neil Clifton / Otley Chevin 
/ CC BY-SA 2.0 https://commons.wikimedia.org

■ Yorkshire Museum Gardens
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Useful History 
Book For Local And 
Family Historians - 
Identifying Cap Badges

Identifying Cap Badges is the book that has been missing from 
the bookshelves of family historians, military enthusiasts, and 
badge collectors alike. 

It is quite easy to find an erudite book on military cap badges, but 
you could spend hours, if not days, plodding through hundreds of 
pictures to find a match for the one you hold. Sometimes you may 
not find it at all! 

These learned badge collector's books have one major flaw; they 
are pictured and discussed in 'order of precedence', that is to say, 
from the earliest formed regiments to the latest, with separate 
sections on medical, engineers, cavalry, infantry, etc. This can be 
most confusing to those uninitiated into the 'dark arts' of military 
badges. Thus, if you do not know the name or 'original number' of 
your regiment in this order of precedence, you can be flummoxed! 
This, combined with all the different crowns, laurels, animals, 
mythological beasts and castles, can prove more than a little 
daunting, even to ex soldiers themselves! 

In this book you will find badges ordered by what is on the badge 
itself; be it a dragon, sphinx or castle, horse, lion or tiger. This is 

badge identification in minutes, rather than hours, with added 
information on dating badges and many comparison photographs 
alongside all the pictures of the badges. Added to these pictures 
are short histories of the regiments and 'family trees' plotting the 
antecedents of today's units.

About the Author
Graham Bandy has spent most of his life in the army, nursing, 

or both. He has been identifying military badges since he was at 
school, and is now a much sought after asset at both county and 
national family history fairs, such as WDYTYA Live and Family 
Tree Live and has also appeared on BBC's WDYTYA. Graham 
also gives many talks and lectures on the subject of badge and 
photographic identification and sits on the Heritage Committee of 
the QARANC Association. He is married and lives in Sussex with 
his wife and an ever growing collection of militaria and military 
photographs, under which they are both slowly drowning.

Identifying Cap Badges
Author: Graham Bandy.
Publisher: Pen and Sword.
Available from Amazon and www.pen-and-sword.co.uk. 
Priced £25.

The Untold Story Of 
How A Group Of 
Yorkshire Radicals 
Began The War To End 
The Slave Trade

On 13 December 1776, the Rev. William Turner preached the first 
avowedly anti-slavery sermon in the North of England. Copies of 
his sermon were distributed far and wide – in so doing, he had fired 
the first shot in the battle to end slavery.

Four years later, Rev. Turner, members of his congregation and the 
Rev. Christopher Wyvill founded ‘The Yorkshire Association’ to 
agitate for political and social reform. The Association sought universal 
suffrage, annual parliaments and the abolition of slavery. In the West 
Riding, despite furious opposition, by 1783 nearly 10,000 signatures 
were collected in support of the aims of the Association. Slavery, or 
rather its abolition, was now on the political agenda.

The Battle Against Slavery charts the story of a group of West Riding 
radicals in their bid to abolish slavery both in the United Kingdom and 
abroad. Such became the influence of this group, whose Unitarian beliefs 
were illegal in Britain, that the general election of 1806 in Yorkshire was 
fought on an abolitionist platform. At a time when the rest of the world 
engaged in slavery, this small body was fighting almost single-handedly 
to end such practices. Gradually, their beliefs began to spread across the 
country and across the Channel to France, the principles of which found 
resonance during the French Revolution and even across the Atlantic to 
America.

At a time, today, when the history of slavery is the subject of 
considerable debate worldwide, this revealing insight into the abolitionist 
movement, which demonstrates how ordinary men and women battled 
against governments and the establishment, needs to be told.

About the Author 
PAUL L. DAWSON BSc Hons, MRes, MIFA, FINS, is a professional 

historian, researcher and author who specialises in European history 
1780 to 1832. He has written over 40 books on a wide array of subjects, 
from equitation to theology, but is best known for his decades of 
research carried out at the French Army Archives in Paris, primarily 
about the Waterloo Campaign, as well as the uniforms and equipment 
of the French Army. 

The Battle Against Slavery
Author: Paul L Dawson.
Publisher: Pen and Sword.
Available from Amazon and www.pen-and-sword.co.uk. 
Priced £25.

One Woman’s Search For Her Husband’s 
Previous Relationships Made Her Realise The 

Significant Imprint He Left In Their Lives

Imprint tells the story of  Mary O’Farrell who married Daniel 
but was not aware that he had traveled the world. He had been 
in many relationships including marriages before he and Mary 
knew one another. She did know something of the secrets from 
his past, but during their marriage, she became intrigued and 
sought to find much more about his previous life.

This fascinating story revolves around Mary’s search for these 
women who had affairs with Daniel — a man who was an adventurer, 
and a larger than life character. In time, she came to realise that her 
husband’s previous relationships had left a very significant imprint 
on the lives of these women.

“Today's society abounds in multiple broken and new relationships. 
This book is a refreshingly honest account of relationships between 
men and women,” Farmer says. When asked what she wants readers 
to take away from the book, she answered, “The importance and 
value of a relationship of love and mutual trust.”.

About the Author 
Kathy Farmer lived for many years on the borders of the Welsh 

Marches, when, as an active countrywoman, she would regularly 
ride her Arab mare over the hills of Offa’s Dyke. She now resides 
with her husband in Pembrokeshire in the beautiful seaside resort 
of Tenby. She has published five books to date. She is also an artist, 
and when she is not writing, she loves to paint in all mediums. She 
is a member of Tenby Arts Club. 

Imprint
Author: Kathy Farmer.
Publisher: AuthorHouse UK.
Available from Amazon and Barnes & Noble. 
Priced £9.95.

BOOKS

WIN A COPYWIN A COPY
THE YORKSHIRE REPORTER HAS A COPY OF THE BOOKS FEATURED ON THIS PAGE TO GIVEAWAY

To enter simply send 'BOOKS' along with your contact details including tel number, stating which book you would like to be entered for to

competitions@yorkshirereporter.co.uk
Terms & Conditions – Entries must be in by the 23rd May 2022. The winner will be contacted by phone or email and may be required for a photoshoot of them receiving their prize. Yorkshire Reporter's decision is final and no cash alternative will be offered. 
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27 HARROGATE ROAD, CHAPEL ALLERTON, LEEDS LS7 3PD

Catherine Baines

BUYING A PROPERTY CAN BE  
EXCITING, BUT IT CAN ALSO BE 
VERY STRESSFUL!

YOU CAN PUT YOUR TRUST IN OUR RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY EXPERTS 
TO HANDLE THE ENTIRE PURCHASE, FROM THE PRE-CONTRACT 
STAGE RIGHT THROUGH TO COMPLETION, ALLOWING YOU TO GET 
ON WITH THE REST OF YOUR LIFE IN THE CONFIDENCE THAT YOUR 
PROPERTY PURCHASE IS BEING DEALT WITH BY OUR EXPERT TEAM.

FOR A FREE INITIAL CONSULTATION 
CALL US ON 0113 200 7480 
OR EMAIL ADVICE@AVERYWALTERS.COM

Setting The Legal Standard
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2022 GOODWOOD 2022 GOODWOOD 
REVIVAL RACES REVIVAL RACES 
CONFIRMEDCONFIRMED
Goodwood is delighted to announce the full race list for the 

2022 Goodwood Revival, taking place Friday 16 – Sunday 18 
September. With 13 different contests split into 15 races for 
everything from motorcycles to Austin A40s, it is set to be an 
extraordinary weekend of historic racing.

●  Freddie March Memorial Trophy – for sportscars from the late-
1940s and early-1950s

●  Madgwick Cup – for sportscars under 2.0-litres from 1948-‘55

●  Barry Sheene Memorial Trophy – for 1950s motorcycles
●  Goodwood Trophy – for Grand Prix and Voiturette cars from 

either side of WWII
●  Glover Trophy – for 1.5-litre Grand Prix cars from 1961-1965
●  Stirling Moss Memorial Trophy – for pre-1963 GT cars
●  St Mary’s Trophy – for production-based saloons from 1960-

1966
●  Whitsun Trophy – for sports prototypes from 1960-1966
●  Lavant Cup – one-make MG B race
●  Richmond & Gordon Trophies – 2.5-litre front- and rear-

engined Grand Prix cars from 1952 to 1960
●  RAC TT Celebration – closed-cockpit GT and prototypes from 

1960-1964
●  Sussex Trophy – World Championship sportscars from 1955 

to 1960
Tickets are from £64 and can be purchased at;
www.goodwood.com or by calling the Ticket Office on;
01243 75 50 55.

SPECIALISTS IN GERMAN AUTOCARESPECIALISTS IN GERMAN AUTOCARE

www.jcr-leeds.comwww.jcr-leeds.com
E: info@jcr-leeds.com     T: 0113 260 9065     A: 26 Back Austhorpe Road, CrossGates, Leeds LS15 8NW

Based in crossgates, next to the 
shopping centre. 

Our service & diagnostic 
centre is fully equipped and 
ready to service your VW, AUDI, 
SEAT, SKODA, BMW & MERCEDES 
vehicles to dealer level.

● DEALER LEVEL SERVICING
● DSG / HALDEX SERVICING 
● DEALER LEVEL DIAGNOSTICS 
● MOT WORK UNDERTAKEN 
● BRAKES & EXHAUSTS 
● PERFORMANCE PARTS FITTING 
● PERFORMANCE & ECONOMY TUNING 
● SUSPENSION

FINANCE AVAILABLE
FULLY INSURED

MOTORSMOTORS

Hyundai IONIQ 5 – Triple Win Hyundai IONIQ 5 – Triple Win 
– World Car Of The Year, – World Car Of The Year, 
Electric Vehicle And DesignElectric Vehicle And Design
The Hyundai IONIQ 5 was declared the 2022 World Car of the Year, 

as well as the 2022 World Electric Vehicle of the Year and the 2022 
World Car Design of the Year award winner.

In addition, the 2022 World Car Person of the Year, Luc Donckerwolke, 
Executive Vice President, Chief Creative Officer, Hyundai Motor Group 
was on hand to participate in a Q&A with media and receive his award in 
person.

A jury of 102 distinguished international automotive journalists from 33 
countries selected the winners by secret ballot based on their evaluation 
of each eligible vehicle as part of their professional work. The votes were 
tabulated by KPMG.

"We are truly honored to receive these prestigious awards, which recognise 
the talent and hard work of all our people and business partners at Hyundai 
Motor Company. Our vision is to enable Progress for Humanity, and this 
endorsement of our approach will serve to embolden our commitment 
to make this vision a reality," said Jaehoon Chang, President & CEO of 
Hyundai Motor Company.

For World Car of the Year, the jury selected IONIQ 5 from an initial entry 
list of 28 vehicles, then from three finalists. To be eligible for the category, 
vehicles must be produced in at least 10,000 units per year, priced below 
the luxury level in their primary markets, and on sale in at least two major 
markets on at least two continents at some time between Jan. 1, 2021 – Mar. 
30, 2022. 

For World Electric Vehicle of the Year, the jury selected IONIQ 5 from an 
initial entry list of 11 vehicles, then from three finalists. To be eligible for the 
category, vehicles must be powered solely by one or more electric motors, 
produced in volumes of at least 5,000 units per year and on sale in at least 

two major markets on at least two continents at some time between Jan. 1, 
2021 – Mar. 30, 2022.

For World Car Design of the Year, a design panel consisting of six highly 
respected world design experts was asked to first review each candidate, 
and then establish a short-list of recommendations for the jurors’ final vote 
in February. The design experts:  Gernot Bracht (Germany – Pforzheim 
Design School), Ian Callum (United Kingdom – Director of Design, 
CALLUM), Patrick le Quément (France - Designer and President of the 
Strategy Committee - The Sustainable Design School), Tom Matano (USA 
– Academy of Art University, Former Head of Design – Mazda), Victor 
Nacif (USA - Chief Creative Officer, Brojure.com and Design instructor, 
NewSchool of Architecture and Design) and Shiro Nakamura (Japan - 
CEO, Shiro Nakamura Design Associates Inc.).

“It has been an honour to partner the World Car Finals for the fourth 
year in a row. Much like Brembo, the selected cars in each category not 
only represent automotive excellence, but also leadership and innovation. 
We extend our congratulations to each of this year’s worthy winners,” said 
Daniele Schillaci, CEO of Brembo.

The Road to the World Car Awards is an annual journey that follows more 
than 100+ of international jurors as they test-drive, and vote on, the eligible 
vehicles for the 2022 awards. The jurors’ road-test journey is captured 
virtually on World Car TV.  The jurors provide viewers with reviews and 
commentary on the awards’ eligible vehicles in six award categories (World 
Urban Car, World Luxury Car, World Performance Car, World Electric 
Vehicle of the Year, World Car Design of the Year as well as the overall 
World Car of the Year.
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A customer 
reassurance 
scheme financially 
backed by the 
Independent 
Garage 
Association (IGA)

Mechanical

Electrical & Body Repairs

Full Servicing &  
MOT Testing Station

VAG Trained Master 
Technicians

Full Engine Diagnostics

Air Conditioning

CALL 0113 276 59 51/52
W: www.ivcleeds.co.uk
E : info@ivcleeds.co.uk    
A:  16 Pontefract Road, Leeds LS10 1TB

10% OFF  
LABOUR SERVICING & 

TIMING BELTS
WITH THIS YORKSHIRE REPORTER ADVERT

INDEPENDENT VW, 
AUDI, SKODA & 

SEAT SPECIALISTS

Squires Cafe
What's on @ Squires, May 2022; 

Tues 3rd - Japanese Car Meet

The monthly Japanese car meet 
(evening) £2 entry per car

Fri 6th & Sat 7th - Northern 
Rockers Rumble

Northern rockers event featuring rock 
n roll disco and live band. Rockers 
ride to Scarborough on the Saturday

Sat 7th - Yorkshire Blacksmith meeting. 

The Yorkshire Blacksmith group meet at Squires between 
11am and 3pm. If you are interested please come down and 
join in

Sat 28th AM - Autojumble

Our monthly autojumble. Pitches are £5 each for sellers  

Visit www.squires-cafe.co.uk for more details

Hagerty International, an established insurer of classic 
motorcycles, launches a brand-new product for bikers. Perfectly 
timed for the start of the riding season.

Hagerty’s motorcycle product has an agreed insured value as standard, 
along with roadside assistance and recovery. Insure classic cars and 
bikes on the same policy and the policyholder may be entitled to a 
multi-vehicle discount, members of owners clubs may be able to claim 
additional savings. Motorcycles registered up to 1990 to be insured as a 
classic vehicle with Hagerty.

Hagerty has long been a supporter of classic motorcycling with 
regular bike-related content, and a number of classic motorcycle values 
monitored as a part of the global Hagerty Price Guide. Hagerty also 
names legendary motorcycle racers Maria Costello and Steve Parrish 
amongst its Brand Ambassadors.

Interested motorcyclists should take a look at www.hagerty.co.uk for 
more information or call 0333 323 1138 to speak to a Hagerty expert.

Hagerty Revs Hagerty Revs 
Up Motorcycle Up Motorcycle 
Insurance ProductInsurance Product

Summer is on the way and Classic Car Auctions are now busy 
accepting entries for their next auction at The Warwickshire Event 
Centre on the 18th June.

Early entries include a lovely and very desirable Audi Quattro MB Turbo 
10v which has been treated to a comprehensive recommissioning. These 
cars have become very popular in recent years and this one has had lots of 
attention lavished on it. In the last six months the chassis, suspension and 
steering have all been overhauled along with a fresh coat of Diamond Silver 
paint on the bodywork. With a guide price of £25,000 to £30,000, this is a 
good-looking car from the 80s for your garage. 

Getting ready for the summer? Also being offered is a freshly restored 4.2 
Jaguar E-Type Series 1 Roadster in Signal Red. A stunning looking car with 
a black leather interior and restored to a high standard. Originally from the 
USA, the car returned to the UK in 1988 and with 80,602 miles on the clock 
is being offered with a guide price of £60,000 to £70,000. 

Something a little more unusual are two Mercedes Benz G240 Jeeps. 
Both were registered in Singapore in 1990 and equipped with 2 and 4 wheel 
drive powered by a 2.4 litre 4 cylinder engine. They were used as military 
checkpoint vehicles and have low mileage but are suitable for a variety of 
applications. Offered with a guide price of £18,00 to £22,000 and £20,000 
to £25,000. 

Also consigned is a wonderful garage find MGB Roadster which has been 
in long term ownership since 2002 and is now being offered by the family 
from the deceased estate. Having been restored some years ago, by the 
owner’s grandfather and sat stationary for the last seven years, this could be 
a wonderful project. Offered at No Reserve it will be great to see the Iris Blue 
MGB back on the road again. 

The entry fee for consigning is £150, with early entries being offered a 
half-price rate for the first 50 cars submitted. If you wish to promote your 
car further, for £300 including the entry fee you could have professional 
photography. The closing date for consigning is the 27th May. 

The Classic Car Auction Summer sale takes place on the 18th June with 
viewing days on the Thursday and Friday. The Warwickshire Event Centre 
has plenty of free parking and easily accessed from the M40, M42. 

If you are buying or selling, the premium is 12.5% for buyers and 5% for 
sellers plus Vat. 

Forthcoming Auctions 
18th June - Summer Sale at Warwickshire Event Centre 
24th September - Autumn Sale at Warwickshire Event Centre 
10th December - Christmas Sale at Warwickshire Event Centre 
www.classiccarauctions.co.uk/auction/upcoming-auctions

Classic Car Auctions Open Classic Car Auctions Open 
For Summer SaleFor Summer Sale
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WAGGING TALES!WAGGING TALES!
‘Man’s Best Friend’ – But Is The Feeling Mutual? 

When the UK’s largest canine charity Dogs Trust carried out a 
series of interviews with different types of dog owner to explore this 
bond, it found that current methods used to measure it focus on the 
human side and all too often fail to capture the dog’s perspective.

Understanding the bond between owners and their dogs, and the 
reasons why it sometimes breaks down, is an important aspect of the 
charity’s work in trying to reduce the number of people who give up 
their dogs because they are no longer able to cope, or no longer want 
them.

Through a series of interviews conducted with different kinds 
of dog guardian, including owners of a single dog, multiple dogs, 
and assistance dogs, the charity’s research team discovered several 
seemingly common themes in establishing a bond between dog and 
owner – particularly understanding the dog’s perspective.

These included adaptation; respecting boundaries (set by both human 
and dog); understanding (and being empathetic to) a dog’s preferences, 
likes and dislikes in order to support them emotionally and increase the 
“quality time” spent together. 

Some of the best ways owners can establish a special bond with their 
dog include:

●  Establishing trust and carrying out activities that generate a positive 
association can promote an increased closeness and a unique bond, 
which may well be closer than the dog’s bonds with other members 
of the household

●  Positive reinforcement during dog training and other aspects of 
management are great ways to establish a bond

●  Games and dog friendly activities, to enjoy fun time together
●  Sticking up for your dog - supporting your dog appropriately when 

they find situations challenging

Dogs Trust Head of Research, Dr Melissa Upjohn, and Dr Lauren 
Samet who lead the research said:

“It’s easy to assume that dogs feel the same way as we do about our 
special bond - but we’ll never really know unless we start asking the 
right questions and start to really look at it from the dog’s perspective.

“The more we understand the dog’s point of view, the better equipped 
we are to support both dogs and owners in building and maintaining 
healthy bonds in their lives together.”

To find out more about using positive reinforcement-based training 
methods visit Dogs Trust’s Dog School pages;

www.dogstrust.org.uk/help-advice/dog-school
Dog School is Dogs Trust’s affordable in-person and virtual training 

course that offers small group classes, reward-based training to 
encourage positive behaviour and help you to understand your dog and 
prevent future problems.

NSA Pleas With Dog Owners To Take Responsibility For 
Sheep Worrying By Dog Attacks 

Findings of a recent survey completed by the National Sheep 
Association (NSA) have revealed that less than 5% of sheep farmers 
receive direct contact from the owners of dogs that have been involved 
in a sheep worrying attack on their livestock.

With almost 60% of survey respondents finding evidence of an attack 
having taken place rather than being alerted by the owner or another witness 
of an incident the result suggests animals are often likely to be left suffering 
and injured for a period of time causing extreme distress to the sheep and 
also the farmer on discovering the upsetting scenes.

NSA is therefore calling on dog owners to take responsibility for the 
attacks should their dog be involved in chasing and/or attacking sheep. As 
the Government’s new draft Kept Animals Bill is proposing greater powers 
for police to trace and gain access to dogs involved in attacks this could 
create an improved situation for those involved.

NSA Chief Executive Phil Stocker comments: “It may feel daunting as 
a dog owner to come forward to a farmer to admit responsibility, but NSA 
believes that farmers would rather be informed by the dog owners themselves 

rather than finding injured, or even worse, dead sheep in their fields.
“Sheep worrying by dogs is a crime but openness from the dog owner 

can mean a more amicable resolution can hopefully be achieved and it is 
better than having to explain a failure to report if the dog is able to be traced. 
Often dog owners simply do not realise their pet is capable of doing so much 
damage, and while we appreciate this crime is not one that any animal lover 
would set out to commit, taking responsibility is crucial and could help 
reduce cases for the future.”

The sheep worrying by dogs survey completed by sheep farmers across the 
UK and coordinated by NSA is run annually to gain an up to date insight on 
the issue of sheep worrying by dogs’ continued severity and impact on the 
UK sheep industry.

In line with previous years’ survey results respondents once again reported 
an increase in the incidence of attacks. 76% believed cases had increased 
over the past three years with many identifying the increase in dog ownership 
during the covid-19 pandemic as a perceived cause of the rise of cases.

NSA has worked tirelessly to raise awareness of the issue of sheep 

worrying by dogs encouraging sheep farmers to ensure they report each case 
to their local police force, and it appears this message is working. 81% of 
survey respondents said they now report some, most or all of the attacks they 
experience. This increased reporting could be driving an improved response 
from rural police forces with survey contributors rating police response to 
reports as 6/10, this figure increasing significantly from ratings of 4/10 in 
2021 and 3/10 in 2020.

Losses incurred from dog attacks can be a substantial burden on sheep 
farmers, with the survey results revealing losses of an average of £1232 per 
farmer per year yet despite this and the increase in reporting of cases of sheep 
worrying many farmers do not pursue compensation for their losses.

Mr Stocker continues: “The greatest impact felt for many farmers as 
a result of sheep worrying by dogs is the stress, anger and anxiety that is 
experienced as a result of attacks and the fear they will happen again. A full 
year’s hard work by farmers and shepherds can simply be undone in a matter 
of minutes. 

“Of course, the financial impact must not be ignored though. At this time 
of spiralling costs in all areas continued losses due to sheep worrying are 
not acceptable and could easily be prevented by dog owners simply taking 
responsibility and keeping their dogs on a lead when walking nearby sheep.”

The survey results have been shared as NSA launched its sheep worrying 
by dogs campaign for 2022 aiming to increase awareness of the issue 
amongst the general dog owning public. The sheep farming charity hopes 
the alarming survey results will help demonstrate the extent of the issue to 
the general public.

It is hoped the campaign hashtag #LeadOn will be recognised as 
encouragement to dog owners to be responsible and act as an example to 
others by keeping their pets on leads in the presence of livestock.

General information on the topic of sheep worrying by dogs can be found at 
www.sheepworrying.org.uk. In addition, NSA has also produced a range of 
graphics for farmers and other supporters to display and share demonstrating 
support for the NSA campaign. To receive a copy of these graphics please email  
enquiries@nationalsheep.org.uk

A full summary of NSA’s survey results can be found on the NSA website at 
https://go.nationalsheep.org.uk/surveyresults2022.
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· Annual Health Checks ·

· Dental Facilities ·

· Nurse Clinics ·        

132 Austhorpe Road, Leeds LS15 8EJ
Tel: 0113 264 54 22
335 Chapeltown Road, Leeds LS7 3LL
Tel: 0113 262 11 89
430 Dewsbury Road, Leeds LS11 7LJ
Tel: 0113 270 03 25
28 Springmead Drive, Garforth LS25 1JW
Tel: 0113 232 00 30

www.beechwoodvets.com

· Insurance Advice ·
Nurse Clinics available 

at all four branches 
include puppy, kitten, 
geriatric and weight 

checks. Dietary advice 
and dental check ups, 

flea and worming 
checks, nail clipping 
and Identichipping.

            / Beechwoodvets

                 · E.C.G ·

· 24 Hour Emergency Service ·

· Ultrasound ·

· In-House 
Laboratory ·

ASK YOUR VET ABOUTASK YOUR VET ABOUT

PET HEALTHPET HEALTH  
CLUBCLUB
The affordable plan to keep your pet healthyThe affordable plan to keep your pet healthy

We are moving to a new state of the art 
practice from 23rd May
Temple House, Limewood Approach LS14 4NH

The pet population of the UK is at a peak with 17.4 million households 
(62%) currently owning a pet. The national lockdowns led to a surge 
in pet ownership thanks to many having ample time and energy to 
invest in settling an animal into their home. Similar levels of care and 
consideration should be shown with moving house with pets. Tilia 
Homes has teamed up with pet behaviourist and expert Nick Jones MA 
of Alpha Dog Behaviour to provide some helpful advice on giving pets a 
happy experience when moving home.

“There is plenty to think about when moving home and you don’t want 
to get caught out by overlooking the needs of the animals within your 
household,” says Nick. “But there is no need worry; common sense measures 
apply when moving home with pets. The aim is to make their transition as 
smooth as possible.

“With smaller pets such as rodents, birds or reptiles, it’s more a practical 
task of carefully transporting all the equipment and then setting it up in an 
appropriate place. But for the likes of dogs, cats and rabbits, there are more 
emotional considerations at play.  Make sure that you take some time well 
ahead of the move to reflect carefully about your pet’s needs and identify 
all the opportunities throughout the moving process where you can provide 
reassurance and maintain their routine to the best of your ability.”

Nick explains that pet owners need to start planning for their moving day 
far in advance of the actual date. Below are his five points to consider before 
the move:

●  Explore any services you may be needing well in advance of the move. 
This will certainly include a new vet if moving to a different area, but 
potentially also grooming, day care or dog walking services – all of 
which are becoming increasingly popular and may have a waiting list.

●  It may be that you are moving in with someone and your pet will need to 
adjust to a new household. Work will need to be done on introductions 
before the move, especially where children or other animals are 
concerned. With dogs, my recommendation would be to start with short, 
positive sessions in a neutral, open space.

●  Take your dog for an introductory walk around what will be their new 
environment ahead of moving day. This could be the road or estate itself, 
or the nearby parks and likely dog walking routes. You can even do this 
on several occasions if your new home isn’t too far from your current 
property. This will give your dog the opportunity to start picking up all 
the local scents and start establishing some familiarity with their future 
locale.

●  In some cases, particularly with new build homes, it may be possible to 
take your dog into the new home itself for a short visit. This would be 
a good ice breaker to help reduce the sense of newness when the move 
ultimately takes place.

●  Consider where in your new home will be an appropriate environment 
for your pet and whether you will need to sensibly control access to any 
areas. You may need to buy a stair gate for example to prevent a dog from 
going upstairs initially.

Nick continues: “When it comes to the big day, make sure that you have 
a ‘pet moving kit’ containing all the essentials you anticipate you’ll need 
to help them settle in for that first night, before all the boxes have been 
unpacked. Have bedding to hand but make sure it’s their existing bedding 
(unwashed preferably) so that familiar scent is maintained for them.”

Post-move, Nick has seven tips to help the pet settle happily within its 
new home:

●  Once you have moved, maintain your pet’s usual routine as best as you 
can in respect of feeding, cleaning/grooming and exercising times.

●  For any animals which typically have free rein of your home, start 
them in one room initially. You can guide them around the rest of the 
property a few days later. Judge how you introduce your pet to the wider 
home based on their age and temperament. The goal is for them to have 
a controlled discovery experience – piquing their curiosity to mooch 
around happily – rather than having them run around in a frenzy.

●  They say that an exercised dog is a good dog. Whilst this may not always 
be true, it’s certainly helpful for them to have an outlet for all their doggy 
energy. By keeping them well exercised, this will help them to perceive 
the new home as a comfortable place to rest and sleep.

●  If you have a pet which has a particularly nervous disposition (whether 
a dog, cat, rabbit or rodent), there are numerous natural anti-anxiety 
products available (such as herbal plug-ins) which can help them ease 
into their new home by calming their nerves.

●  If your pet goes outdoors and is prone to wander, it might be worth 
investing in a GPS device so you can monitor its whereabouts. For cats, 
keep them indoors for at least two weeks and allow a couple of litter trays 
per cat around the home.

●  In the early stages, stay closer to home where possible. If you can, limit 
your time away initially and then gradually extend the periods that your 
pet is home alone. This is particularly pertinent to dogs. Hollow toys 
filled with paste or biscuits can be used for cats and dogs to help distract 
them while you’re away, reinforcing being alone as an equally positive 
experience.

●  Finally, if your pet is microchipped, don’t delay in getting the data 
updated with your new address.

Nick’s overall advice is to avoid setting too high expectations when 
moving house with a pet. “How your pet manages with the house move will 
depend on its age, character and adaptability. But stick with it, have patience 
and be sensitive to their needs – and in no time your pet should embrace their 
new surroundings.”

 Tilia Homes is offering customers a £50 Pets at Home voucher when 
making a reservation by 31 May 2022, in order to help their pets have an 
even smoother moving experience. For further information about this 
incentive and the homes available from Tilia Homes, visit tiliahomes.co.uk.

Expert Advice And Top Tips Expert Advice And Top Tips 
For Moving With PetsFor Moving With Pets
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Thousands Of People Set To Benefit From First New Treatment For 
Osteoporosis For Over A Decade

Thousands of people in England and Wales with severe osteoporosis 
who are at high risk of fracture are set to benefit from a new treatment 
– romosozumab – after NICE recommended it for women after 
menopause in their final draft guidance published recently.

Over 20,000 people could be eligible for the treatment according to the 
company. Clinical trial evidence showed that romosozumab (also known as 
EVENITY and made by UCB) followed by alendronic acid is more effective 
at reducing the risk of fractures than alendronic acid alone.

Osteoporosis is a disease that causes bones to become thin and fragile. 
Many people with osteoporosis show no symptoms, but they may be at 
increased risk of fracture. Osteoporosis leads to nearly 9 million fractures 
around the world each year, and over 300,000 people per year attend 
hospitals in the UK with fractures caused by osteoporosis.

Women are more at risk of developing osteoporosis than men because the 
hormone changes that happen at the menopause directly affect bone density. 
Increased bone loss after menopause and age-related bone loss means the 
prevalence of osteoporosis increases markedly with age, from 2% at 50 years 
to more than 25% at 80 years in women.

Current treatments for people with severe osteoporosis after menopause 
include bisphosphonates, such as alendronic acid, and other types of 
medicines, such as denosumab or teriparatide.

Helen Knight, acting director for medicines evaluation at NICE, said: 
“People with severe osteoporosis often have a poorer quality of life. 
Fractures due to osteoporosis can lead to hospital stays and limit people’s 
mobility and independence. Romosozumab has shown clinically significant 
results that could have a huge impact on the lives of people who have severe 
osteoporosis.

“Romosozumab is the only drug available that can help to form bone 
as well as increase existing bone strength. It is the first new treatment for 
osteoporosis for several years and I’m delighted we have been able to 
recommend this drug as an option for people with severe osteoporosis.”

A clinical trial showed that people who took romosozumab before 
alendronic acid had a 50% lower relative risk of vertebral fractures (fractures 
in the bones of the spine) over 24 months than people having alendronic acid 
alone. Analysis also showed that the risk of non-vertebral fractures was 19% 
lower for people who had romosozumab before alendronic acid compared 
with those having alendronic acid alone.

Romosozumab is therefore recommended as an option for treating 
severe osteoporosis in people after menopause and who have had a major 
osteoporotic fracture within 24 months.

Romosozumab is a monoclonal antibody which attaches to a specific 
protein in the body known as sclerostin. Romosozumab works by blocking 
the activity of the sclerostin protein allowing the body to form new bone and 
slow down the loss of existing bone.

The recommended dose of romosozumab is 210mg by subcutaneous 
injection. The treatment should be initiated and supervised by specialised 
physicians experienced in the management of osteoporosis.

The price for romosozumab is £427.75 for 2 pre-filled pens administered 
subcutaneously as a single monthly dose. The company has a commercial 
arrangement (simple discount patient access scheme). This makes 
romosozumab available to the NHS with a discount. The size of the discount 
is in confidence.

Copies of the guidance are available here;
www.nice.org.uk/guidance/indevelopment/gid-ta10828/documents

According to the latest Coeliac UK survey one in four children 
(25 per cent) with coeliac disease took two years or more to 
receive a diagnosis. And a further one in four took between 
seven months and two years; meaning a large portion of their 
childhood was spent with unnecessary suffering and discomfort. 
In response, Coeliac UK has launched a new symptom awareness 
campaign.

Coeliac disease is a common autoimmune condition which can 
have a debilitating impact and symptoms may be easily mis-
interpreted for other day-to-day childhood illnesses. For example, 
if a child vomits, has severe stomach pain or extreme tiredness, it 
can be difficult to know if it’s a bug, something they’ve eaten or if 
in fact it’s coeliac disease. To help, the new ‘Is it coeliac disease?’ 
campaign will enable parents and carers to spot the signs earlier, 
support them to get a diagnosis and provide vital ongoing advice.

Once diagnosed, coeliac disease can be treated and, in most cases, 
symptoms cleared, by maintaining a strict gluten free diet for life. 
So Coeliac UK’s expert advisers are urging parents and carers to 
look out for the following in their children:

● Tiredness
● Sickness
● Bloating
● Stomach pain
● Slow growth
When one, some or all of these are spotted persistently, parents 

can complete an easy self-assessment form which will signpost if 
the child should go to their GP for testing. It also provides a print-
out for parents to share with their GP to advocate for them and help 
to get the answers they need.

If testing is recommended, parents should not remove gluten 
from their child’s diet during the diagnosis process as the test for 
coeliac disease measures the antibodies produced in response to 
eating gluten. Even reducing the amount of gluten in the diet can 
potentially give a false negative result. 

Heidi Urwin, Director of Evidence and Policy at Coeliac UK, said: 
“Families have faced a multitude of issues due to the coronavirus 
pandemic, combined with a general lack of awareness of the key 
symptoms of coeliac disease – which can differ in children and 
adults and be easily missed.  This has led to a significant fall in 
diagnosis rates. It’s time to get back on track and work towards no 
more childhoods being lost to undiagnosed coeliac disease.

“We have launched this campaign to raise awareness of symptoms 
and to support families on this journey. We hope our self-assessment 
test can be the first step on the road to recovery. By completing it, 
concerned parents will have the information to know exactly what 
to do next.”

One in 100 people in the UK population have coeliac disease, a 
serious autoimmune condition. It is caused by a reaction to gluten, 
a protein found in wheat, barley and rye, which is included in 
many everyday foods. When someone with coeliac disease eats 
gluten, their immune system reacts and causes damage to the gut 
resulting in a range of symptoms, some of which can be very severe, 
significantly affecting daily life.

Dr Peter Gillett is Consultant Paediatric Gastroenterologist at 

the Royal Hospital for Children and Young People in Edinburgh, 
and a member of Coeliac UK’s Health Advisory Council. He urges 
parents not to delay: “I have seen time and time again how coeliac 
disease has a daily impact on those who suffer and truly can destroy 
childhoods.

“But, there is good news - it can be managed by a carefully 
controlled, gluten free diet and as soon as gluten is removed from 
the diet, the body begins to repair the gut lining and so symptoms 
reduce and for most will stop fairly quickly.

“I find it astounding, every day, how transformational moving to 
a gluten free diet can be for a child with coeliac disease and their 
family.”

Daisy was diagnosed with coeliac disease when four years old. 
From just 18 months she was very tired a lot of the time and 
suffered constipation, bloating, an uncomfortable tummy - all 
classic symptoms.

Her mum Helen captures the family’s journey: “As a very young 
girl, Daisy only had the energy to play for half an hour, then would 
need to sleep. I remember one day after months of illness her 
being on all fours in the living room being sick and having tummy 
troubles at the same time. She was just three at the time and said to 
me ‘Mummy, I am so poorly’. This broke my heart as I just wanted 
my little girl to be happy and healthy. 

“We were so relieved to finally have a diagnosis and know it was 
treatable. It took some time for her gut lining to heal, but she is so 
much better now.” 

Daisy, now 13 and symptom-free, says: “Before I was diagnosed, 
I felt that I was stuck forever being sick. That I would never get 
better. It was horrible. But now, I feel so much better and I’m not 
tired at all. I can play with all my friends because I am not poorly 
anymore.” 

MasterChef winner and Coeliac UK ambassador, Jane Devonshire, 
whose youngest son has coeliac disease, says: “Ben was diagnosed 
when he was just two years old. He would cry constantly and was 
obviously very distressed. He had a terribly upset stomach. He 
looked grey and had dark circles under his eyes. He was just not 
healthy, not thriving.

“As a parent it is so distressing to see your child have to cope with 
these symptoms - but also such a relief to then have a diagnosis and 
know that diet changes is all it takes to improve their quality of life. 

“We are now 18 years on, and I have seen the difference a diagnosis 
can make. Of course it takes some time to adapt to a gluten free 
diet, but there is so much support available and the transformation 
to his childhood and our whole family’s quality of life, has been 
astounding.”

To access the self-assessment which only takes three minutes to 
complete please visit: www.isitcoeliacdisease.org.uk.

New Campaign New Campaign 
Helps Parents Helps Parents 
Identify Signs Identify Signs 
Of Autoimmune Of Autoimmune 
DiseaseDisease

To advertise your business  
with us contact; 

advertising@yorkshirereporter.co.uk or Tel:  0113 273 5000
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Spectacular Eyewear

119-121 Crossgates Road, Leeds LS15 7PB

Opening hours;  
Monday CLOSED  
Tuesday - Friday 9.30am – 5pm  
Saturday 9.30am – 3pm 
Closed for lunch 1pm – 1.30pm

Tel: 0113 264 60 01

Web: www.spectaculareyewear.co.uk

      @SpectacularEyewearLeeds

Bring us your 
prescription for 
Spectacular  
service & value
✔  2 PAIRS 

FROM £59.95

✔  Over 500 
frames & 
sunglasses 
on display

✔  NEW LENSES 
IN YOUR 
OWN 
FRAMES from

£39 Single 
Vision

£50 Bifocal

£75 Varifocal

✔ REPAIRS

NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED

Dear Editor,
I am writing to tell you about a new handbook 

entitled Me and My Brain, that has recently been 
launched by The Children’s Trust for teenagers 
affected by brain injury. 

Being a teenager can be a difficult time with lots of 
change and decisions to be made. For teenagers with a 
brain injury these difficulties can be heightened. 

Me and My Brain has been written with the help of 
young people affected by the condition as well as health 
professionals who specialise in childhood brain injury. 
It provides advice and guidance on key topics such as 
bullying, driving, alcohol and education, alongside real 
life experiences from teenagers. 

The handbook is also recommended for family 
members, teachers, carers or colleagues, providing 

a detailed explanation of brain injury and how the 
disability, which is often described as hidden, can effect 
young people’s day to day lives. 

Me and My Brain is a free resource and can be ordered 
from www.thechildrenstrust.org.uk/handbook  

Every year 40,000 children in the UK are left with a 
brain injury as a result of an accident or illness and many 
have to live with ongoing, long-term difficulties. We 
hope this handbook will be able to help some of these 
young people through what is often a very difficult time. 
Thank you.

Yours faithfully,
Maria Coyle
Information Manager at The Children’s Trust 
www.thechildrenstrust.org.uk  

Letter To Editor - New Handbook For 
Teenagers With Brain Injury

New City Wide Sexual Health New City Wide Sexual Health 
Improvement Service Improvement Service 
Launched In LeedsLaunched In Leeds

A new city wide sexual health improvement 
service has been launched, uniting HIV 
prevention and sexual health promotion 
services for the most at risk groups across 
Leeds.

The new service, commissioned by Leeds City 
Council, will expand and improve the community 
testing and screening offer and will introduce 
online booking for sexual health services in Leeds.

Working with identified at risk groups, including 
men who have sex with men and black African 
communities, the new service will also be able to 
react and support any other communities as needs 
emerge.

As part of its community-centred approach, 
the service will be consulting with community 
members, staff, and organisations to ensure 
the branding of the new service is acceptable, 
appropriate and promotes accessibility.

Managed by Yorkshire MESMAC, one of the 
oldest and largest sexual health organisations in 
England, the service will work with underserved 
and marginalised communities to increase 
awareness and tackle stigma around sexual health 
and HIV.

Further elements of the new service include a 
focus on increasing community participation via 
volunteering and peer led opportunities, as well 
as a developing a training programme for Leeds 
professionals.

Tom Doyle, chief executive MESMAC, said:
“Underpinning the design of the service is 

the aim of the city’s Health and Wellbeing 
Strategy: Leeds will be the best city for health 
and wellbeing, where people who are the poorest 
improve their health the fastest.

“To do this we have to make sure that no one 
is left behind, particularly now as new prevention 
technologies improve the outcomes for on HIV 
prevention and sexual health promotion.”

Victoria Eaton, Leeds City Council’s director of 
public health, said:

“This dynamic new service will be key in 
engaging communities that are disproportionately 
affected by poor sexual health. Responsive, 
culturally sensitive community outreach 
interventions will ensure services are convenient 
and welcoming, and reduce barriers caused by 
misinformation and stigma.

“The elimination of HIV transmission in the UK 
is now considered to be an achievable ambition. 
Rates of new HIV diagnoses in Leeds have been 
steadily declining due to advances in prevention 
and treatment, alongside investment in testing 
opportunities. This service will create more 
equitable access to the knowledge, skills and 
resources required to improve sexual health and 
reduce HIV transmission.”

For more information about the new service and 
MEMSAC, please visit www.mesmac.co.uk
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Yorkshire based charity UK Coaching, the leading organisation 
for physical activity and sports coaches, is celebrating a double 
award win for its free life-saving Sudden Cardiac Arrest (SCA) 
Digital Toolkit and eLearning course.

Having just scooped silver for the Best Digital Marketing 
Campaign (B2C) at the Northern Digital Awards at the end of 
March, UK Coaching followed this success by winning the Digital 
Learning and eLearning Award at the Learning Excellence Awards 

2022 which took place at the National Conference Centre in April.
The digital toolkit and e-learning course, created in collaboration 

with Resuscitation Council UK, St John Ambulance and Joe 
Humphries Memorial Trust, was developed to help people 
understand how to respond and act quickly to an SCA incident using 
CPR and an AED (Automated External Defibrillator).

Sudden Cardiac Arrest is when the heart suddenly and unexpectedly 
stops pumping blood around the body and vital organs, due to an 

abnormal heart rhythm. It can happen to anyone, at any time. Each 
year in the UK, approximately 60,000 people have an SCA out of 
hospital, with only 1 in 10 surviving. When effective action is taken 
immediately, it can treble someone’s chance of survival.

The immersive digital course includes hands-on skill development 
activities, such as virtual chest compressions, the use of a virtual 
AED and for the learner to be put into a simulation of the real 
emergency, where every decision and second counts. It also 
incorporates animation, infographics and diagrams to convey 
important information and ensure the participant remains engaged.

Funded by Sport England, the toolkit is aimed at the sport and 
physical activity industry – from coaches to instructors, staff, 
spectators and parents – everyone can play a part in improving 
the chances of survival through the right knowledge, training and 
support. 

UK Coaching’s CEO Mark Gannon, said: 
“We are delighted to have been recognised for producing a free 

digital eLearning resource that can literally save a life. It has 
been a real team effort involving valuable input and support from 
every department. It is testimony to what can be achieved through 
collaboration, not just internally, but through strong relationships 
with our partner organisations: Sport England, Resuscitation 
Council UK, St John Ambulance and Joe Humphries Memorial 
Trust. 

“We know that great coaching has a lifelong impact on people 
and their communities, but what can be more important than being 
trained to save a life? There is no better motivation than knowing 
you are making a life-saving difference by acting on real needs. It 
has been our privilege to work on this project.

“So, while we are proud to win these awards, and proud to have 
worked on such a wonderfully worthwhile project, we would also 
urge anyone who hasn’t taken the course to do so. In the words of 
Steve Humphries – who founded the Joe Humphries Memorial Trust 
following the death of his son Joe from a sudden cardiac arrest, aged 
just 14: You CAN make a difference. You CAN save a life.”

Learn how to save a life: www.ukcoaching.org/sca 

Healthy Tip: Fibre – The Lifesaving Nutrient Many Of Us Lack

−−− BY THE HEALTH PROMOTION AND EDUCATION TEAM 

AT HEART RESEARCH UK −−−

It is well known that eating fibre can prevent constipation, but 
did you know it can also lower your risk of heart disease, stroke, 
type 2 diabetes and bowel cancer?

Dietary fibre can only be found in foods that come from plants, such 
as wholegrain cereals, wholemeal bread, wholemeal pasta, brown rice, 
fruit, vegetables, beans, and lentils. Here we provide some tips to help 
you increase the amount of fibre in your diet.

Choose A Variety
Obtaining fibre from a variety of food sources is a great way to 

ensure a healthy balanced diet. It is also important to make sure you are 
drinking enough fluid to help fibre function properly.

Opt For A High-Fibre Cereal 
Look out for cereals that are labelled as “whole grain” or with “bran” 

or “fibre” in their name. Try to choose plain varieties with no added 
sugars.

Switch To Wholemeal 
Instead of white bread, white rice and white pasta, try switching to 

wholemeal or granary bread, brown rice and wholemeal pasta.

Eat Your Five A Day 

Frozen, dried and tinned fruit and vegetables all count towards this. 
Try eating apples and potatoes with their skins still on, to further 
increase fibre intake.

Add Extra Vegetables Or Pulses To Your Favourite Meals 

Beans, lentils and chickpeas can be added to your favourite meals 
like curries, bolognese, chilli, soups and stews, to bulk them out and 
add nutrients.

Snack Wisely 
Choose unsalted nuts and seeds, fresh fruit, vegetable sticks or 

oatcakes.
Some people worry that if they increase their fibre intake it will 

cause them to suffer from flatulence (wind). To avoid this, you should 
gradually increase the amount of fibre in your diet to allow your body 
time to adjust. Good luck!

For more tips on how to stay healthy, sign up for our weekly healthy 
tips at www.heartresearch.org.uk/healthy-tips.

To help keep your heart healthy, why not try out some of our Healthy 
Heart recipes from the website;

www.heartresearch.org.uk/heart-research-uk-recipes-2
Or have a look through our Healthy Heart cookbook filled with 

recipes from top chefs, celebrities and food bloggers:
www.heartresearch.org.uk/heart-research-uk-cookbook

Yorkshire Based Charity Scoops Double Yorkshire Based Charity Scoops Double 
Award For Its Free Life-Saving TrainingAward For Its Free Life-Saving Training
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THE  FURNITURE CENTRE

www.furniturecentremorley.co.uk
0113 25 33 110 129 Queen Street, Morley, Leeds LS27 8HE
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• Delivery service

• No Flat Pack

•  Disposal of old sofa, 
beds etc

•  All packaging removed 
and recycled

• After sales care

•  No pushy sales people, 
browse at leisure, 
NO PRESSURE!
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QUIZTIME
WELCOME TO OUR QUIZ PAGE

Every month we give you new and hopefully challenging  
puzzles for your enjoyment.

Make sure to pick up next month's issue for all this month's answers & solutions.

April edition answers

How Much Info Have You Retained answers;

1. A tree    2. Catherine Curzon

3. 12 million    4. £5   

5. Florence + the Machine

6. Miss Pickles

Drop Quote Answer;
The winners in life treat their body as if it 
were a magnificent spacecraft that gives 
them the finest transportation and endurance 
for their lives

HOW MUCH 
INFO 
HAVE YOU 
RETAINED?

Can you answer these 
questions about articles 
in this edition? 

1 -  What is taking place at Leeds Kirkgate 
Market on Sunday 12th June?

2 -  How much did a 1962 Rolex bought 
for £70 recently sell for to a collector 
in Japan?

3 -  Who will be supporting Miles Kane on 
his UK tour in May including a show at 
Leeds' O2 Academy on the 29th May?

4 -  When were the ten-acre botanical 
Museum Gardens, around 
the Yorkshire Museum planted?

5 - Who wrote 'Identifying Cap Badges'?

6 - When is the Goodwood Revival?

Crossword

Drop Quotes
Drop Quotes are similar to cryptograms, in that the goal is for the solver to uncover a hidden quote. A black-and-
white crossword-style grid is set up for each quote, with a number of letters “hovering” above each column. 
Your task is to “drop” each of those letters into the appropriate square in each column, until the entire quote is 
revealed. All punctuation (commas, periods, dashes, etc.) has been removed. Good luck!

Sudoku
Just like a regular 1-9 puzzle, 
only this time using the letters 
A-L in a 12x12 grid. Good luck!

Wordsearch
BRIVIDI

BROOKE

CHANEL

DISKO

EMMA MUSCAT

HALO

OCHMAN

REDDI

ROCKSTARS

SAM RYDER

SEKRET

SHELDON RILEY

SPACEMAN

TURIN

UNITED KINGDOM

WIN A YORKSHIRE DIALECT MUG & STEM GINGER WIN A YORKSHIRE DIALECT MUG & STEM GINGER 
BISCUITS FROM THE GREAT YORKSHIRE SHOP - P35BISCUITS FROM THE GREAT YORKSHIRE SHOP - P35
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Subaddo 3D
Each orange triangle connects a set of three numbers. 
Two numbers must add or subtract to equal the third. 
All numbers must be between 1 and 12 and no number 
can be repeated in a horizontal row or diagonal row.

Rosetta
Fill in all 7 Rosettas with each number 
between 1 and 7 in no particular order 
while also ensuring that no number is 
repeated in a horizontal row and each 
number from 1 to 7 are represented in 
the 7 grey colored hexagon cells

Reverse Wordsearch
A bit more challenging than a regular word search puzzle. Build the grid up until every 
single empty square is filled, and all words are placed. The first letter of every word is 
given and circled to get you started. Note that more than one word might start on the 
same exact letter! Good luck!

Clueless Crossword
Word Scramble

Think of a Clueless Crossword as a mix between a regular crossword puzzle and a cryptogram. Unlike many crossword puzzles, 
this grid is filled only with common, everyday English-language words - no abbreviations or other special "crossword" spellings are 
allowed. Each square in the grid is numbered 1 through 26, and each number corresponds to one (and only one) letter in the alphabet. 
Your goal is to completely fill in the crossword grid by gradually uncovering the letter that belongs to each number. We've given you 
three "giveaway" combinations - fill those into the solution grid and into any corresponding boxes in the crossword grid to get started. 
It helps to cross out each letter in alphabet as you use it in the grid, since no letter can be used more than once. Note that not all 
letters of the alphabet may be used in any given puzzle. If a number isn't used in the puzzle, it is greyed out in the solution grid. 

Can you solve these word scrambles?
Each word is taken from this month's edition.

SOLUTION GRID

GIVEAWAYS

April edition answers

Word Scramble;

1. Christopher Brown

2. Hydrangea     3. Jane Ainsworth

4. Bishoujo Battle     5. Erasure

6. Fully Charged

7. Space Eggsplorer

8. Lindt Gold Bunny

9. Bake for dementia

10. Harrison Spinks

A  B  C  D  E  F  G  
H  I  J  K  L  M  N  
O  P  Q  R  S  T  U  
V  W  X  Y  Z 

1 - AWRNDE YRLAOCML

2 - ICRANFA TIVOLE

3 - LIDNA ENSNJKNOI 

4 - HESUO FO BHSAAHE 

5 - NBPAOGRKINW

6 - NCELO VALELY

7 - RNWADI ZEDE

8 - HYKTA MAFERR 

9 - RHEGYAT

10 - ATREH ECASRRHE KU
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Monthly Horoscopes 
By Russell Grant

ARIES  March 21st - April 20th

Be patient. You'll never be able to master all aspects of your life. The best way to deal with what isn't 
possible is to change while trying to make the most of the areas in your life that are comfortable and 
comfortable with. Patience will yield good results. On the 12th of May, you might be thinking about 
various areas of your existence, including your relationships. Are there equal amounts of giving and 
taking at home as well as at work? Are all parties contributing equally? Are you content with the 
level of effort certain friendships and relationships demand of you? Or is one of them becoming 
demanding?

TAURUS  April 21st - May 21st

You will feel as if you're growing spiritually, daily and in many different ways. It's time to accept the 
person who you know inside your heart that you are supposed to be. It’s time to accept yourself for 
who you truly are. This is the right time to make a plan for your relationships and life. If your life 
isn't going in the direction you want, regardless of whether it's your career, your love life and family 
activities, take action. Do whatever you think is necessary to change direction. Remind yourself that 
you're the master of your personal destiny and that is true for your relationships. If you've been doing 
things to please people it's time to rethink whether this is the right thing for you.

GEMINI  May 22nd - June 21st

In the midst of your ruler, Mercury being retrograde throughout the month, you will need to collect 
additional information prior to making a decision on what you want to accomplish. You've taken a 
detour off the path you’ve chosen but it could be needed to acquire experience in different areas. Now 
you are contemplating whether you're in the right direction. Every path will lead you to an identical 
point. If you find the path to be difficult, it's because there are essential lessons to learn throughout the 
journey. Changes are likely to occur for you in the near future and it will be worth celebrating. Friends 
will gather for more than just celebrating but to just have fun with each other.

CANCER  June 22nd - July 23rd

The changes that are taking place right today aren't just random events. These are all part of an overall 
plan which will get you to where you're supposed to be. Are you transferring your power to others, 
giving them the ability to manage any situation? Have you fallen into the habit of following with a 
friend or partner's plans to make the lives of everyone involved easier? Do you really desire? It is best 
to agree on arrangements jointly. You've fallen out of touch with your personal thoughts and feelings 
when you put the needs of others before your own. Balance is essential throughout your life, not just 
your relationships.

LEO  July 24th - August 23rd

You're at the edge of making a breakthrough. Keep your eyes on the prize and don't lose the possibility 
of success. Believe in yourself and you will be able to attract positive opportunities. Friends trust you 
to give them good guidance and you'll be able to offer any person a listening ear if they need one, but 
when May is about to begin it's important to include 'you' as well as your own needs to the priority list. 
It isn't possible to be everything to everyone, and you're starting to realise this. The events of the 14th 
will keep you on the lookout for the happenings in the world around you. Don't be surprised when you 
discover a shady secret that you hoped not to discover.

VIRGO  August 24th - Sept 23rd

An increase in desire to take care of yourself and alternative therapies could motivate you to bring 
more colour to your lifestyle or enrol in a class in aromatherapy, acupuncture, massage or meditation. 
Herbal remedies are sure to be an attraction for you right now. You're not just conscious of the 
importance of maintaining close relationships, but you're also keen to improve how you relate to 
yourself. It requires perseverance, patience and understanding to create an effective relationship. Be 
sure to give the friendships and relationships that you have in your life the time they require to 
develop.

LIBRA  Sept 24th - Oct 23rd

What you're experiencing will teach you how looking within yourself to find happiness can result 
in more happiness rather than relying on others or the world as a whole. An optimistic state of mind 
will allow you to maintain good health, and household projects will be successful. It is not advisable 
to look too deeply into conversations that occur early in the month, however, it could provide an 
indication of how the mood is around you as well as what's coming up in the coming weeks. A 
relationship that is new can be elevated to a higher stage that can bring greater satisfaction and a sense 
of security.

SCORPIO  Oct 24th - Nov 22nd

There will be a reason when the month gets underway to reflect on the many benefits of the friendships 
and relationships you've got throughout your day. This will motivate you to think of ways to let 
others know that you cherish and value them. Are you dating? Like flowers in the flowering stage, 
a relationship is at a point of possibility. A new partnership can bring you happiness in the future 
provided it’s given the love and attention to allow it to grow and flourish. A flower is a follower of 
the Sun due to its brightness and warmth there are many who will follow you due to the fact that they 
admire your talents in leadership and your ability to lead and the direction you provide.

SAGITTARIUS  Nov 23rd - Dec 21st

Your keen sense of smell will help you identify opportunities that are heading in your direction. It's 
amazing that a surprising travel opportunity has come up for you. Simply make use of your luck while 
you have the chance. There are lots of exciting things happening right this moment that will draw your 
attention. The importance of relationships, is that you're also important and taking the time to care for 
yourself will make you feel better physically as well as emotionally. Be who you are and don't attempt 
to be someone that you're not just to please other people. Spend a few minutes every day to connect 
to your higher self.

CAPRICORN  Dec 22nd - Jan 20th

After having to face several annoyances earlier during the month on the 8th, you'll begin adopting 
a calmer approach to life. This is the time when you discover that things aren't quite so bad as you 
thought. Changes that occur around 14th will provide a sense of positive outlook for the coming days. 
It's not a good idea to spend time with your friends when a romantic relationship has just begun. If 
someone within your circle is trying to tell you a person you've just begun dating isn't worth the effort, 
you'd prefer to follow your gut instincts. Don’t listen to any biased suggestions.

AQUARIUS  Jan 21st - Feb 19th

You shouldn't let anything go to chance. There's a temptation to immerse your mind in fun activities, 
however, despite the relaxed mood your eyes are at the future. The flames of love could be fading 
when May starts, however a surprising change about the 7th day of the month will shift the scales in 
the other direction. The romantic aspirations of yours are increased, and you are closer to achieving 
your most cherished wish. The joy of sharing special moments with your loved ones can remind you 
of the joys of life. Are you dating? The possibility of a holiday romance is possible. It will create a 
bonded feeling of a new relationship.

PISCES  Feb 20th - March 20th

A love for friendships and a romantic relationship will boost your confidence and strength. This is the 
perfect time to explore your heart's desires. If you are in a calm state of mind, the month of May is 
the perfect time to let out your most intimate thoughts. Offer compliments whenever you feel you are 
due. Family and friends will be able to sense your sincerity. The kind gestures and offer of assistance 
will be sincerely accepted. Spending time with your partner will be the top priority. Are you dating? 
Being romantically involved might be the last thing you thought of, however, as the month draws to a 
close there may be someone unique by your side.
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DISCOVER THE COMFORT
OVER 75 RECLINERS IN STOCK

Free delivery and free disposal  
of your old furniture

LARGE SHOWROOM 
OVER THREE FLOORS

OVER 25 SUITES ON DISPLAY. BEDS, 
BEDROOM, DINING & OCCASIONAL 

FURNITURE PLUS MUCH MORE

35-39 Ivegate, Yeadon, LS19 7RE | OPEN 9AM - 5PM MON - SAT

Tel - 0113 250 37 16
www.kettleysfurniture.co.uk

FREE HOME DEMONSTRATION SERVICE AVAILABLE

COMPETITIONS

Terms & Conditions – Entries must be in by the 23rd May 2022. The winner will be contacted by phone or email and may be 
required for a photoshoot of them receiving their prize. Yorkshire Reporter's decision  

is final and no cash alternative will be offered.

APRIL EDITION COMPETITION WINNERS
The Great Yorkshire Shop competition - Pat Wood        Steve Harley Tickets - Jimmy Fegan

The Wives Of George IV - Beverley Fitton-Wardle        Nile Wilson - My Story - Peter Marsh        Victims Of The oaks Colliery Disaster 1847 - Susan Broadhurst        

Congratulations! 

WIN A YORKSHIRE DIALECT MUG & STEM GINGER 
BISCUITS FROM THE GREAT YORKSHIRE SHOP*

The Great Yorkshire Shop hand pick fine goods exclusively from local independent makers, artists and 
designers of Yorkshire including cards, gifts, foods, art, homeware, beauty and men's products. 

All are unique items not found on the high street!
www.thegreatyorkshireshop.co.uk

To enter go to page 32 and answer the 'How much info have you retained' questions then;
Simply send your answers, along with your contact details including tel number to 

competitions@yorkshirereporter.co.uk
THE WINNER TO COLLECT IN PERSON

The Great Yorkshire Shop,  
The Concourse, Leeds Corn Exchange, Call Lane, Leeds, LS1 7BR

Tel 0113 243 4305

WIN A COPY OF 'IMPRINT' - P22WIN A COPY OF 'IMPRINT' - P22
WIN A COPY OF 'THE BATTLE AGAINST WIN A COPY OF 'THE BATTLE AGAINST 

SLAVERY' - P22SLAVERY' - P22

WIN HOT CHOCOLATE WIN HOT CHOCOLATE 
TICKETS - P17TICKETS - P17

WIN A COPY OF 'IDENTIFYING CAP WIN A COPY OF 'IDENTIFYING CAP 
BADGES' - P22BADGES' - P22
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West Yorkshire’s 
Biggest FREE 

To Pick Up 
Independent 
Newspaper

ANIMAL REHOMING

Cats and Kittens Looking For Safe 
caring homes in quiet areas away 

from busy roads, we also help with 
feral and stray / Injured Cats

Contact us on 0113 218 82 62

or email us at; 
raffertypick@btinternet.com

Registered charity no 801245  www.cat77.org.uk

The smartest
way to advertise 
your business
Call:  0113 273 5000 
advertising@yorkshirereporter.co.uk

ACCEPTING PHONE  
PAYMENTS FROM

1 0 0 , 0 0 0 +

R E A D E R S
E V E R Y  M O N T H

Distributed throughout  
Leeds & surrounding areas

ACCOUNTANTS

A professional accounting firm 
you can trust

e: meena@bnts.co.uk

t: 07966 28 69 16
a: 6 Woodlea Garth, Leeds LS6 4SG

PAY MONTHLY ACCOUNTANCY SERVICES

TAX & VAT ADVICE

PAYROLL

ACCOUNTS

LIMITED COMPANY ACCOUNTS

SELF ASSESSMENT

BOOK-KEEPING

THIS SIZE 
CLASSIFIED AD

£40+VAT per month

AERIALS
7 DAY 

SERVICE 

PROVIDED

1st Aerial Services - Digital Aerial Specialists
REPAIRS - EXTENSIONS - MULTI POINTS

Dishes taken down, moved & Reinstalled. Booster & high gain 
aerials for poor reception. Honest & reliable family firm. 

30 years experience. Roof ladders used at all times.

CALL MARK FOR A FREE QUOTE 

07908 039 733

AERIALS 
F O R  Y O U

LICENSING ACT 2003 

Notice is hereby given that I, SOCIAL LIBATIONS LTD have 
made an application under section 17 of part 3 of the 
Licensing act 2003 for the grant of a premises license 
known as: 

NO 1, TWISTING GALLERY (UNIT 11), SUNNY BANK MILLS, 
FARSLEY, PUDSEY, WEST YORKSHIRE LS28 5UJ

I intend to conduct the following licensable activities on or 
from the premises:

SALE OF ALCOHOL

MON - THURS 11:30 - 23:00   FRI - SAT 11:30 - 00:00

SUNDAY 11:30 - 23:00

Subject to the following terms:

THE PREVENTION OF CRIME AND DISORDER, PREVENTION 
OF PUBLIC NUISANCE, PUBLIC SAFETY & ENSURING THE 

PROTECTION OF CHILDREN FROM HARM

Responsible authorities or any other person may make 
written representations to Leeds City Council about this 
application until 24 MAY 2022 which should be sent to;

ENTERTAINMENT LICENSING, LEEDS CITY COUNCIL,  
CIVIC HALL, LEEDS LS1 1UR

For full details and to view a copy of the application please  
contact the Entertainment Licensing Section on  
0113 378 5029 or email;

entertainment.licensing@leeds.gov.uk

It is an offence to knowingly or recklessly make a false 
statement in connection with an application and the 
maximum fine for which a person is liable on conviction for 
this offence is an unlimited fine.

LICENSING ACT 2003 
Notice is hereby given that I, KEWMARS MUHAMAD have 
made an application under section 17 of part 3 of the 
Licensing act 2003 for the grant of a premises license 
known as: 

344A DEWSBURY ROAD, LEEDS LS11 7DJ
I intend to conduct the following licensable activities on 
or from the premises:

SALE OF ALCOHOL
MON - SUN 08:00 - 23:00

Responsible authorities or any other person may make 
written representations to Leeds City Council about this 
application until 18 MAY 2022 which should be sent to;

ENTERTAINMENT LICENSING, LEEDS CITY COUNCIL,  
CIVIC HALL, LEEDS LS1 1UR

For full details and to view a copy of the application please  
contact the Entertainment Licensing Section on  
0113 378 5029 or email;
entertainment.licensing@leeds.gov.uk
It is an offence to knowingly or recklessly make a false 
statement in connection with an application and the 
maximum fine for which a person is liable on conviction 
for this offence is an unlimited fine.
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DECORATORS

O v e r  4 0  Y e a r s 
E x p e r i e n c eInterior & 

Exterior 
Painter and 
Decorator Tel 0113 270 33 95

Mobile 07778 103 741

FUNERAL SERVICES FUNERAL SERVICES

CITY OF LEEDS
FUNERAL SERVICES

Serving Leeds and all surrounding districts

A FUNERAL FOR EVERY BUDGET

We are able to off er a sympathe� c Funeral Service to your loved one at 
an aff ordable price that we hope will enable you to make arrangements 

without the worry of in ated prices.

For further informa� on or advice please contact  

  admin@cityofleedsfuneralservices.co.uk   
 www.cityofleedsfuneralservices.co.uk 

DWP Claims catered for

DIRECT
FUNERAL 
SERVICE

£1150
 Coffi  n
  Crematorium 
Fees

  Doctor’s Fees
(no a� endance)

AFFORDABLE
FUNERAL 
SERVICE

£1425
  Funeral 
Director’s Fees
 Coffi  n

  Crematorium 
Fees
 Doctor’s Fees
  Minister/
Celebrant Fees

SIMPLE
FUNERAL 
SERVICE

£1625
  Funeral 
Director’s Fees
 Hearse
 Coffi  n

  Crematorium 
Fees
 Doctor’s Fees
  Minister/
Celebrant Fees

TRADITIONAL
FUNERAL 
SERVICE

£1775
  Funeral 
Director’s Fees
 Hearse
 One Limousine
 Coffi  n

  Crematorium 
Fees
 Doctor’s Fees
  Minister/
Celebrant Fees

0113 260 8467

Service to take place 
in our service chapel 
followed by private 
crema� on.

 Online, interac� ve obituary to share with family and friends

Independent family  
run business with over  

40 years experience

We treat your funeral  
needs with sympathy  

and understanding

Repatriations to and from 
anywhere in the world

46 Harrogate Road, Chapel Allerton, Leeds LS7 4LA

0113 239 2700
www.johntempest.co.uk

FOR COMPLETE PEACE OF MIND CALL

Pre paid funeral 
plans available

A 24 HR personal, dignified 
and caring service

OLD EBENEZER CHAPEL, 435 STANNINGLEY ROAD, BRAMLEY, LEEDS LS13 4BL

INDEPENDENT LONG ESTABLISHED FAMILY RUN 
BUSINESS PROVIDING SYMPATHETIC SUPPORT 

DAY & NIGHT FOR ALL TYPES OF FUNERALS

• Experienced Caring And Qualified Staff •
• Private Chapels Of Rest •
• Pre Paid Funeral Plans •

• Headstones And Masonry •
• Floral Tributes Arranged •

• Mercedes Fleet •
• Horse-Drawn & Motorcycle Hearse Available •

• Repatriation To And From Anywhere In The World •

0113 257 0542

www.robsonellis.co.uk

TRUSTED
EFFECTIVE

LOCAL

THIS SIZE 
CLASSIFIED AD

£80+VAT per month

AVAILABLE 
FROM OVER 

500 OUTLETS 
EVERY MONTH
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THIS SIZE 
CLASSIFIED AD

£40+VAT per month

• New & Pre-Owned Games

• Consoles

• DVD’s & Blu-Rays

• Collectibles

• Controllers & Headsets

• Gaming Accessories

• Action Figures

• iPhone Screen Repairs

We offer a comprehensive repair service for consoles using 

top of the range machinery and quality replacement parts. 

Our fully qualified technicians have years of experience and a 

proven track record. Each repair includes a 12 month warranty.

We Buy, Sell & Trade Consoles & Games

Best Cash Prices 
Best Cash Prices 

Given On Games
Given On Games

381 Harehills Lane, Leeds LS9 6AP
SHOP OPEN: MON - FRI 10am - 5pm & SAT 10am - 4pm

Tel: 0113 240 35 95
Facebook: @gamestempleleeds      Instagram: Games_Temple_Leeds

Console Repairs

RETRO GAMESRETRO GAMES

SPECIALISTS IN GERMAN AUTOCARESPECIALISTS IN GERMAN AUTOCARE

● DEALER LEVEL SERVICING
● DSG / HALDEX SERVICING 
● DEALER LEVEL DIAGNOSTICS 
● MOT WORK UNDERTAKEN 

● BRAKES & EXHAUSTS 
● PERFORMANCE PARTS FITTING 
● PERFORMANCE & ECONOMY TUNING 
● SUSPENSION

www.jcr-leeds.com www.jcr-leeds.com 
T: 0113 260 9065   E: info@jcr-leeds.comT: 0113 260 9065   E: info@jcr-leeds.com

26 Back Austhorpe Road, CrossGates, Leeds LS15 8NW

FINANCE AVAILABLE
FULLY INSURED

GARAGE SERVICESGAMES & CONSOLES

GARAGE SERVICES To advertise your business 
with us contact; 

advertising@yorkshirereporter.co.uk 

or  Tel:  0113 273 5000

Independent Family Funeral Directors For Five Generations
Serving Armley, Wortley and surrounding areas

Professional and caring service from the Waite family

Private Chapels Of Rest • Catering & Floral Service

Pre-arrangement Plans Available

Tel: (24hrs)
0113 2310432

72a Hall Lane, Armley, Leeds LS12 2BL

www.awaite.co.uk
Carrying Out Your Wishes With Consideration And Care

A. Waite & Son
F U N E R A L  S E R V I C E

Est. 1888

FUNERAL SERVICES

BALM ROAD, HUNSLET, LEEDS LS10 2HU

www.percyrwood.co.uk
Independent family run funeral 
directors who wil l  support you  

& your family

Here at  Percy Wood we can take 
care of  every aspect of  your 

service including f lowers,cars, 
headstones and cater ing. . .  

At your t ime of need

• Private Chapels Of Rest • 
• Eco Friendly Funerals • 

• Pre – Paid Funeral Plans • Mercedes Fleet • 
• Repatriation To And From Anywhere In The World •

0113 270 5015
CALL US 24 HOURS A DAY

THIS SIZE 
CLASSIFIED AD

£80+VAT per month
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ALL ROOFING WORK UNDERTAKEN 
inc. BRICKWORK

FLAT ROOF SPECIALIST

ALL WORK CARRIED OUT BY A GENUINE 
TRADESMAN INSURANCE BACKED GUARANTEED

Call Ian for a FREE ESTIMATE; 
0113 286 50 76  -  07733 05 30 52

For a selection of work undertaken visit; 
www.harrisonroofing.co.uk

Keeping you dry for over 33 years
HarrisonRoofing

» Roof Repairs

» Re-Roofs

»  GRP & EPDM 
flat roofs

»  Fascia & 
Softfits

» Guttering

» Leadwork

» Pointing

»  Painting 
(Exterior)

t: 0113 414 91 76 / 07895 00 46 59

e: info@stroofingandmaintenance.co.uk

w: www.stroofingandmaintenance.co.uk

ST ROOFING &
MAINTENANCE
SERVICES  LTD

YORKSHIRE REPORTER

Logo Redesign / Re-brand

Competitive Rates 
Professional Service

Design Service

Reliable graphic design 
service for your large or 
small business

Whatever you need,  
the objective is to  

exceed expectations
Email: studio@yorkshirereporter.co.uk

Logo  
Recreation

Flyers

Brochures
Menus

ROOFING

GARDENING SERVICES

Over 25 years of experience in Over 25 years of experience in 
garden maintenance, landscaping garden maintenance, landscaping 
& tree/shrub management& tree/shrub management
●  Mowing, Commercial Mowing, Commercial 

& Domestic& Domestic
●  Lawn Care & Lawn Care & 

TreatmentsTreatments
●  Hedge Reductions & Hedge Reductions & 

TrimmingTrimming

● Minor LandscapingMinor Landscaping
● RotovatingRotovating
●  Chemical Weed Chemical Weed 

ControlControl
● FencingFencing

For a reliable and professional service  
at an affordable price, contact;

07858 68 79 98 / 07944 68 80 64
email - jtjc1996@googlemail.com

Areas covered;
Areas covered;

North Leeds
North Leeds

East Leeds & Thorner
East Leeds & Thorner

Wetherby & surrounding villages

Wetherby & surrounding villages

JJR
Garden Services

www.leedsglass.co.uk
0800 996 1168

Registered Company

Glass and
Glazing Experts
Broken and Cracked Glass • Misted Units

Replaced • Boarding Up Service
• Windows/Door Glass • Safety/Security Glass

• Fire Rated Glass • Picture Glass
• Greenhouse Glass • Mirrors • Coloured

Splashbacks • Stained Glass

COMMERCIAL & DOMESTIC PROPERTIES

Leeds Glass Windows Ltd 401A York Road Leeds LS9 6TD
T: 0113 248 8433 / F: 0113 248 1649 / E: info@leedsglass.co.uk

Glass cut to size
while you wait

Emergency Rapid
Response Glazing

HOME IMPROVEMENTS

West Yorkshire’s 
Biggest FREE 

To Pick Up 
Independent 
Newspaper

AVAILABLE 
FROM OVER 

500 OUTLETS 
EVERY MONTH

WANTED

HOME HELP REQUIRED
Leeds 15, 3-4 hrs per week

10.30-11.30am per day. Additional hrs  
may be required.

Light household duties along with  
occasional shopping and outings.

Car essential 

Must be DBS checked and provide references. 
Previous care experience desired but not essential

Contact Tel 0113 264 14 11 for more details

Tel:  0113 273 5000
www.yorkshirereporter.co.uk

FOR ADVERTISING 
advertising@yorkshirereporter.co.uk

ACCEPTING PHONE  
PAYMENTS FROM

UNLIKE ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER...

THIS SIZE 
CLASSIFIED AD

£40+VAT per month



saso.co.uk   |   01977 559979   |   Calder House Savile Road, Castleford WF10 1BJ    |   FREE PARKING

Make your house a home

Luxury Beds & Sofas
over 2 floors

SASO the UK’s number1 destination 
for quality Beds, Mattresses,
 Sofas  &  Distinct  Furniture

HUGE 

CHOICE

Open Mon - Sat 9am - 5pm Closed Sunday

Beautiful Sofas & Chairs
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